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Abstract 
 
Interactive media in public environments, such as touch screen kiosks, is a strongly growing tool 
for offering service, information, advertising and entertainment. In order to achieve good 
usability when designing the graphical user interface for a customer terminal, it is important to 
be aware of the very specific requirements involved with such application. This master thesis 
contributes to a framework for the interaction design of touch screen terminals in stores.  
 
The purpose of the thesis was to discover usability problems and solutions to usability problems 
in existing touch screen terminal interfaces. Moreover the work aimed at revealing what design 
patterns can be used or created in order to meet the observed problems. Usability problems stem 
from underlying use qualities. These can be seen as forces in design patterns. It was found that 
the patterns would be more useful if structured into a pattern catalogue, containing both high 
and low-level patterns.  
 
The study was preformed at Instoremedia, a company that, among other things, develops in 
store touch screen terminals. The product in focus was an interactive product catalogue 
developed for Telia. The application was partly studied in situ. The study consisted of five steps: 
analytical evaluation, stakeholder interview, contextual inquiry, user analysis and design pattern 
development. The study revealed problems, solutions, needs, goals etc, related to the use of the 
terminal. The final result is a proposed human computer interaction (HCI) design pattern 
catalogue for in-store touch screen terminals, which helps prevent the observed problems. It 
consists mostly of already known patterns. Three new patterns have been created. The aim is 
that the pattern catalogue should be a helpful tool when making designs-decisions for new touch 
screen terminals in the future. 



 

Sammanfattning 
 
Interaktiv media i publika miljöer, såsom pekskärmsterminaler, är på stark uppgång när det 
gäller att erbjuda service, information, marknadsföring och underhållning. För att uppnå hög 
användbarhet i en kundterminals grafiska gränssnitt är det viktigt att vara medveten om de 
specifika krav som ställs på en sådan applikation. Detta examensarbete bidrar till ett ramverk för 
designen av pekskärmsterminaler i butiker.  
 
Syftet med examensarbetet var att hitta användbarhetsproblem och lösningar till potentiella 
användbarhetsproblem i existerande gränssnitt för pekskärmsterminaler. Vidare syftade arbetet 
till att ta reda på vilka designmönster som kan användas eller skapas för att möta de observerade 
problemen. Användbarhetsproblem bottnar i underliggande användarbehov. Dessa kan ses som 
krafter i designmönster. Det visade sig att designmönster är mer användbara om de ordnas i en 
mönsterkatalog, som innehåller både hög- och lågnivå mönster.  
 
Studien utfördes på Instoremedia, ett företag som bland annat utvecklar pekskärmsterminaler 
för butiker. I fokus stod en interaktiv produktkatalog utvecklad för Telia. Applikationen 
studerades delvis in situ. Studien bestod av fem steg: analytisk utvärdering, intressentintervju, 
kontextuell undersökning, användaranalys och designmönsterutveckling. Studien avslöjade 
problem, lösningar, behov, mål etc., relaterade till användandet av terminalen. Det slutgiltiga 
resultatet är en föreslagen designmönsterkatalog för pekskärmsterminaler i butiker, som 
erbjuder lösningar till de observerade problemen. Katalogen består till största delen av redan 
kända mönster. Tre nya designmönster har utvecklats. Målet är att mönsterkatalogen ska kunna 
användas som ett redskap under framtida design.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem area 
It is observed that technical applications for public environments, in spite of their simplicity, often are 
difficult to use. (Bratteberg & Kristoffersen, 2008, 1).  Nowadays, touch screen kiosks are commonly 
found in public areas. They offer service in stores, train stations, malls etc. Nevertheless, people often 
seem uncomfortable using them. This could of course be addressed to the fact that information kiosks 
are a fairly new experience to many users. Another probable explanation, forming the foundation for 
this master thesis, is that they frequently suffer from usability problems. 
 
Typically, a usability study is preformed during a design process, in order to support design decisions 
or suggest changes to the artifact being designed, but how can the knowledge from a usability study be 
expressed if the aim is to make recommendations, not for the current, but for future designs? This 
work is based on the assumption that a good way of capturing knowledge within the field of usability 
would be to use the design pattern methodology, formulated by Alexander in the 1970’s (Alexander, 
1977, Alexander 1979). A design pattern is a description of a proven solution to a recurring problem 
(Borchers, 2001) that is documented using a certain structure. A design pattern problem is a problem 
in wide sense, a conflict in a specified situation, and not necessarily a usability problem. 
 
Observed usability problems can serve as the problem parts of design patterns, and good solutions that 
are observed can be generalized into design pattern solutions. It is justifiable to believe that if design 
patterns, based on observed usability problems and suitable solutions within the domain, are applied 
during a design process, they will help achieve a usable design. It is necessary to investigate whether 
there are existing patterns that meet the observed problems, or that express the discovered solutions, 
or if new patterns need to be created.  

1.2   State of the art 
Computer interaction in public environments is definitely not an unexplored field of research: “Public 
spaces and museums as application areas and settings of use have turned into a respected field of 
research for HCI”  (Hornecker & Stifter, 2006). Research on public displays often deals with large 
ambient and/or sociable displays. (Brattberg & Kristoffersen , 2008, Balakrishnan & Vogel 2004, ). The 
more frequently used touch screen kiosks seem to have been dedicated less attention within research. 
Research on touch screens is often focused on the technical interaction, and does not put the screen in 
a context. (Albinsson & Zhai, 2003, Forlines et al. 2007) In the book About Face, Cooper et al. (2007) 
give recommendations for the interaction design of a kiosk. The authors mention the complications 
that come with the public environment and infrequent, short time use. They offer a few concrete 
design guidelines for public interactive kiosks. 
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It might be tempting to believe that guidelines for desktop interfaces are applicable on touch screen 
kiosks. However, ethnographical studies prove that traditional, individually oriented, design principles 
developed for privacy and office applications, are not sufficient when dealing with applications for 
public environments. (Bratteberg & Kristoffersen, 2008, 2). Cooper et al. (2007) argue that kiosks and 
desktop interfaces have nothing in common but the screen and the processor. 
 
In 2003, there were more than 250 published design patterns for interaction design (van Welie & van 
der Veer, 2003). The most extensive collections of design patterns (Tidwell 2006, van Welie, Yahoo 
patterns etc.) are developed for individual desktop interaction. It is not clear which of all these 
patterns, if any, can be applied on public touch screen applications. Godin & Asp come to the 
conclusion that public kiosks entail certain complications, but argue that existing patterns may be 
applicable:  “We think there is a need to establish a framework for the design of these interactive kiosks 
and we argue that this could be done in a successful way by using some of the work already done in the 
field of design patterns.”  
 
Saffer (2008) has developed a collection of patterns for touch screens. The patterns are low level and 
oriented around the physical interaction between the finger and the display. They describe the 
fundamentals of touch screen interaction: which kind of input, such as tap, drag, slide, spin etc, can be 
supported. Another pattern collection related to the field is the one developed for interactive exhibits, 
by Borchers (2001). It covers many of the complications associated with kiosks in public 
environments.   

1.3 Purpose 
The overall aim of this master thesis is to explore the usability aspect of touch screen interfaces for 
information terminals is stores. Instoremedia is a small company that provides software solutions 
within digital signage, which means providing advertisement and information in public areas through 
digital screens.  The specific problem that gave raise to the thesis work was the fact that Instoremedia 
had developed several customer terminal interfaces, for retail stores, without knowing if they 
preformed well or not, in terms of usability. The company wanted to know what to continue doing, 
and what to avoid, when designing new touch screen interfaces for retail stores. Instoremedia seem to 
lack resources for implementing extensive usability-engineering methodology during their customer 
projects. They wish for some sort of shortcut to usable design. 
 
It is reasonable to believe that a set of recommendations for changes in the existing applications would 
not be much help for the company, or anyone else. The designs are already made and will not be 
changed. But, what if the usability study could be preformed once, and the knowledge could be 
captured for future use? It would probably not outshine a proper user centered work process, but it 
would most likely help making better design decisions. If knowledge about appropriate and poor 
solutions can be generalized, not addressing problems and success in specific applications, the results 
can help avoiding similar usability problems in the future.  
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The need for evaluating existing touch screen applications, together with the assumption that there is a 
way of capturing knowledge from a usability study, in order to use it in future designs, makes the 
foundation for the first out of two thesis questions: 
 

1. What usability problems and solutions to usability problems can be found in existing touch 
screen interfaces for in store touch screen terminals? 

 
The second question is based on the theory that usability problems, as all problems within the design 
pattern terminology, stem from conflicting forces. These forces could be motivations, needs, fears, 
wishes, and technical aspects etc, which are all important issues within usability. Since design patterns 
consist of conflicting forces, and forces can be derived from usability problems, it is reasonable to 
believe that design patterns are suitable for expressing understanding within the area of usability.  This 
hypothesis, together with the knowledge from 1.2, confirming that there exists no pattern collection 
specific to in-store touch screen information kiosks, support the second thesis question: 
 

2.  What human computer interaction (HCI) design patterns can be used or created to meet the 
observed usability problems and capture the solutions? 

 
In other words, the aim is to learn about usability within the domain of information touch screen 
terminals in stores, and capture the knowledge in a pattern collection, which can be used by 
Instoremedia in order to create usable designs in the future. It is relevant to investigate whether 
existing design patterns, from other domains, can be applied on this domain. If so, these need to be a 
part of the proposed pattern collection. 

1.4 Delimitations 
In order to find out if the approach of this thesis, formulating design patterns from usability problems, 
is successful or not, it would be appropriate to validate the solution. One way of doing this would be to 
evaluate an application which design is based on the created pattern catalogue. This will be considered 
a suitable assignment for future research. 
 
Nowadays, dual- and multi touch screens provide a new range of interaction possibilities, such as 
collaboration between users, zoom- and transform features etc. However, this could be the topic for a 
whole other study. So far, most public terminals have single touch screens. Therefore dual and multi 
touch screens will not be dealt with in this report. It is tempting to look at the interaction for handheld 
touch screen devices, which have proved to be very appreciated in terms of usability. However, an 
assumption is made, that the interaction with such device is very different from kiosk interaction, not 
only because of the use of multi touch, but also in terms of screen size, task, purpose, user needs etc. 
 
Since the company, at which the study takes place, lacks routines for keeping focus at the users in their 
design process, it is tempting to give recommendations for their future development process. However 
this falls outside the scope of the study and will not be dealt with in the report. In what way the pattern 
collection can be used will also not be discussed. However, it is assumed that the resulting design 
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pattern collection may be a useful tool for making design decisions in Instoremedias’ future design 
work. 

1.5 Thesis structure 
Chapter 2 describes the theoretical framework. It offers an understanding for usability engineering and 
the concept of design pattern. Moreover it gives an introduction to the fields of digital signage, touch 
screens, and the retail sales domain. Chapter 3 describes methods being used in the study: analytical 
evaluation, stakeholder interviews, contextual inquiry, user analysis, and design patterns. The results 
can be found in chapter 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. A discussion in chapter 9 finalizes the report. 
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2 Theoretical framework 
The first half of this chapter deals with usability engineering and design patterns, methodology which 
will be put into practice later in the work. It gives an introduction to the concept of usability and why it 
is important, and provides a description of usability engineering methods that can be used for 
understanding the user and evaluating designs. The theory of design patterns is introduced and it is 
described what forms a good design pattern. Secondly, the theoretical framework chapter deals with 
knowledge about retail sales, touch screens and digital signage. These fields are relevant since they 
offer an understanding for the domain and describe interaction issues related to it.  

2.1 Usability engineering 
Usability engineering is a well-established process for creating interface design with focus on the user. 
(Nielsen, 1994). The field of usability engineering presents activities that can be preformed as part in a 
software development process. The usability engineering lifecycle proposed by Nielsen, starts with 
knowing the user. It is followed by techniques for making a design, such as prototyping and 
participatory design. The usably engineering lifecycle also contains evaluation methods, such as 
heuristic evaluation and usability testing. The usability engineering lifecycle is most often used to 
generate a concrete design. However, parts of the usability methodology can also be used for design 
pattern creation. 
 
A field that is closely related to usability engineering is human computer interaction (HCI). 
Interaction is the communication between a user and a computer. “HCI involves the design, 
implementation and evaluation of interactive systems in the context of the user’s task and work.” (Dix 
et al. 2004) In order to create good interaction design one needs to gather experience from many 
different disciplines. Cognitive psychology, ergonomics, computer science, graphic design and 
technical writing are examples of fields that contribute to the multi-disciplinary subject of HCI. To a 
large extent, usability engineering and HCI share the same methodology. 

2.1.1 Usability 
It is problematic to discuss usability engineering without first defining the word usability. Usability 
deals with how easy an artifact is to use. This paragraph will clarify two of several possible definitions 
of usability: The international standard, ISO 9241-11, states that usability is the extent to which a 
product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and 
satisfaction in a specified context of use. Effectiveness indicates to which extent the desirable features 
exist in the product. In other words: can the users achieve their goals? Efficiency expresses how much 
effort is required to achieve the goal. Satisfaction refers to how easy and pleasant the user finds the 
product to use. 
 
Nielsen’s definition is based on the idea that usability is a quality attribute consisting of five 
components (Nielsen, 2003). These attributes are listed below. 
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LEARNABILITY. How easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the first time they encounter 
the design?  

 
EFFICIENCY. Once users have learned the design, how quickly can they perform tasks?  
 
MEMORABILITY. When users return to the design after a period of not using it, how easily 
can they re-establish proficiency?  
 
ERRORS. How many errors do users make, how severe are these errors, and how easily can 
they recover from the errors?  
 
SATISFACTION. How pleasant is the design to use? 
 

In the early days of computer software development, when usability still in most cases was left to 
chance, the functionality commonly determined the choice of software. People accepted that their 
computer programs where complicated to use, since they had no choice if they wanted certain 
functionality. Nowadays there are several alternatives in almost every product line. Hence usability is 
an important quality when it comes to competing on the market (Joseph et al., 1999).  Another aspect 
is the one of the growing use of computer-based products. The range of available features increases 
and people are expected to be able to use the products, with little or no training. The lack of training is 
certainly an important factor when dealing with kiosks. This is described further in 2.5.   

2.1.2 Data gathering methodology 
“No matter how skilful and creative the designer, if she does not have clear and detailed knowledge of 
the users she is designing for, /…/ she will have little chance to success” (Cooper et al., 2007). Further, 
Cooper et al. argue that this knowledge cannot be captured through quantitative research techniques 
such as market surveys.  A design has to be preceded by a qualitative user research. HCI parishioners 
have borrowed techniques for gathering user knowledge from other social sciences. These serve to gain 
an understanding for the domain, users’ attitudes, behaviors and goals and how existing products are 
used and experienced. In the end, the aim is to support the design. (Cooper et al., 2007) Some of these 
techniques are described below.  

INTERVIEWS 

Stakeholders, users and customers are all interesting, when iy comes to understanding goals and 
requirements of a product (Cooper et al., 2007). For consumer products the users and the customers 
are often the same. At companies on the other hand, the people who purchase a product are most 
probably not the ones who will use it. Most important is to get in touch with the primary users, the 
people who will actually accomplish task in the system. It is relevant to speak both to existing and 
potential users. (Cooper et al., 2007) The potential users are people with needs that could be met with 
the system but do not currently use it. Face-to-face interviews tend to encourage people to respond. An 
interview can be structured, semi-structured or unstructured manner, depending on how rigorously 
the interviewer sticks to a manuscript. 
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QUESTIONNAIRES 

Questionnaires are series of questions in written form. These are good at bringing in answers to 
specific questions from large groups of people. The disadvantage is that it takes a lot of effort to design 
a good questionnaire that supplies relevant information. Additionally, a questionnaire cannot, like 
qualitative techniques, capture the complexity of human situations (Cooper et al., 2007). The method 
can be used as a complement to other techniques, for example when confirming previous conclusions. 

OBSERVATIONS, ETHNOGRAPHIC INTERVIEWS AND CONTEXTUAL INQUIRY 

To ask people about their behavior is not as rewarding as actually observing it. When people are not in 
the context where the actions take place, they find it hard to assess their own behavior. (Cooper et al., 
2007). Watching users in their natural habit makes it possible to witness contextual factors that have 
influence on the interaction.  Most gaining are interviews that are integrated with observation. The 
observer can then ask questions about the actions that the user performs. The term ethnography is 
borrowed from anthropology, where researchers live in the cultures that they study. Contextual 
inquiry is a technique for performing ethnographic interviews. It is important that the inquiry takes 
place in an environment appropriate for the specific product. The observer should take the role as an 
apprentice, observing and asking questions to the user, as he or she was the master craftsman (Cooper 
et al., 2007) The gathered data needs to be analyzed in order to come to conclusions that are valuable 
for a designer. Cooper et al. give the following recommendations for an ethnographic interview: 
 

• Interview user where the interaction happens 
• Avoid fixed sets of questions 
• Focus on the goals first, tasks second 
• Avoid making the user the designer 
• Avoid discussions of technical solutions. 
• Encourage the user to tell stories about their experiences with the product 
• Ask the user to show and tell about devices, workflows etc. 
• Avoid leading questions 

2.1.3 Data processing methodology 
As stated by Cooper et al. in previous paragraph, it is difficult to make use of raw data from the user 
studies. The data needs to be processed and organized in order to deliver a message. Usability 
engineering offers different methods for processing data, and some of these techniques are described 
below. Within software development the outcome from these methods are often used as tools during 
design. 

PERSONAS 

 A persona is a user model representing a type of user, expressed as an individual.  It is not an actual 
person but needs to be based on observations of real people.  A persona needs to be domain specific; it 
should contain the behaviors and goals related to the product in question. The persona needs to be 
exemplary and not describe the average of a set of users. Additionally it is important that it is not a 
stereotype based on assumptions of typical users. (Cooper et al., 2007) 
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According to Cooper et al. (2007) a design that aims at meeting everyone’s needs, will be probably not 
satisfy anybody. It is important to know which individuals to design for.  With support from a range of 
literal sources Chang et al. (2008) have formulated the most common reasons for utilizing personas: 
“The basic idea is that a persona helps a designer focus on the primary user, his/her behaviour patterns 
and needs. Practitioners gradually found that a persona is also beneficial for communicating with 
stakeholders, guiding design decisions and evaluating design ideas. “ A persona prevents people within 
the design team to build their very own ‘elastic’ mental model of the users and gives them a shared 
image. (Cooper et al., 2007) If the persona richly describes the underlying motivations for the persons’ 
behaviour it can support design decisions. 
 
There are many different ways of creating a persona. McGinn & Kotamraju (2008) talk about the 
importance of basing the personas on real data. They propose a data-driven method for persona 
creation. They believe that one of the problems is that the personas are often based on already existing 
data, and propose a persona development process containing the following steps: 
 

1. Define the most meaningful persona attributes. 
2. Perform a quantitative survey on representative targets. 
3. Use factor analysis to represent the gathered data in a smaller set of variables. User groups will 

emerge. 
4. Perform interviews with representatives from each user group. 
5. Combine survey and interview data into posters. Give the personas fictional alliterative names.  

 
Some of the advantages, according to the autors, are that the method is fast, the result is trustworthy 
and easily accepted by clients and, since the data is gathered for the purpose of creating personas, the 
persona contains relevant information to the ones who will use it. 
 
According to Cooper et al. (2007) personas should be specific individuals. While some people argue 
that personas cannot contain features from different people, others believe that characteristics from 
different humans can be aggregated into one persona (Chang et al. 2008). 
 
Chang et al. (2008) have performed research on how practitioners actually utilize the technique of 
creating personas, compared to what is recommended in literature. The conclusion are that designers 
do not follow the book. Personas are sometimes based on the designers’ own assumptions more than 
on user research. They might be finalized at the very end of the design process instead of in the 
beginning, and they are not always documented on paper.   

TASK ANALYSIS 

Tasks preformed by actors using a system in real-life can be described through task analysis. The 
analysis describes the current system and its procedures. It needs to be made clear that a task analysis 
does not present the ideal ways to solve problems. Hence it is not a form of requirement capture, but 
can be used by developers to discuss what functionality should be in the new system and how the 
interface should be designed. It can give clues as to which functions are not necessary, which new 
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features could be added, and which frequently preformed actions the system should support straight 
access to. Another common reason as to why a task analysis is preformed is when training material 
and documentation is going to be produced. A task analysis captures all actions that are preformed in 
order to complete a task, also those actions that are not concerned with the computer system itself. 
Such actions could for example be putting paper into the printer, talking to a colleague etc. 
 
Several different methods are developed to describe the preformed tasks (Tonkin, 2007, Dix et al., 
2004). A hierarchical task analysis describes the abilities required to complete the tasks and is often 
visualized in a three-chart. A procedural task analysis describes the procedures required to complete 
the task and is usually drawn as a flowchart. Furthermore, tasks can be captured in goal 
decompositions, knowledge based analysis and entity relationships. 
   
Processes of task completion can also be described through cognitive modeling. While task analysis 
describes observable behaviors, cognitive model focuses on understanding the internal processes as a 
task is preformed.  One engineering model of human performance is GOMS, describing goals, 
operators, models and selections rules. (Crystal, 2004) 

SCENARIOS 

Scenarios are stories about users and their goals. The description is narrative, which means that it is 
formulated as a story. The scenario technique was first used within HCI in the 1990s (Cooper et al., 
2007) Scenarios are similar to storyboards, since both have plot and brevity. They can be used in at 
least two ways. Firstly a set of scenarios can work as guides during the design process, keeping focus on 
the user’s goals and giving clues as to how the content should be organized and designed. Secondly a 
scenario can be a suitable task to give to the participants during a usability test. 
 
The most basic kind of scenario is a goal- or task based scenario, which describes the user’s goal, but 
does not tell anything about the background or how the task is being solved. In an elaborated scenario, 
more details are provided to the reader. Still the scenario does not tell how the problem is being solved, 
but is gives a richer description of the background as well as an understanding for the user’s 
experiences, fears and way of working. The third scenario type is called full-scale. It describes the 
actions preformed to accomplish the task. It could either be steps that current users go through, or it 
could be a planned flow of actions in a new design (usability.gov). 
 

2.1.4 Design 
Prototyping, parallel design, participatory design are examples of design techniques proposed by 
Nielsen (1994). All of these techniques imply that the design cannot be set from the beginning. The 
design process needs to explore and evaluate alternative solutions. A prototype can be used to test 
solutions before they are actually implemented in code. Early in the design process, a prototype can 
consist of a few sketches on a piece of paper. Later in the work, a prototype can have high fidelity and 
contain not only conceptual, but also physical design. Parallel design implies that several different 
designs are developed in parallel. This is a good way of starting the design process. Participatory design 
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means that the users are available during the process. The designer can validate solutions by letting the 
user test them.  

2.1.5 Usability evaluation 
In a software development process, the design team may want to validate their design. While user 
studies preferable are preformed early in the process, the evaluation is appropriate late in the cycle, 
when there are solutions that need to be tested.  An extensive way of testing a design is to perform a 
usability test. That is “to measure characteristics of a user’s interaction with a product, usually with the 
goal of assessing the usability of that product” (Cooper et al., 2007) In usability tests the design is tested 
on real users. The results indicate possible usability problems in the product. A less costly way of 
evaluating a design and find usability problems is heuristic evaluation. 
 
Heuristic evaluation is typically preformed by experts. They look at an interface, trying to identify what 
is good and bad about it, with help from a set of rules (Nielsen & Molich, 1990). Nielsen found that 
usability guides presenting thousands of rules deterred developers. For that reason he developed ten 
heuristic rules covering a wide range of usability problems. Experts, people with experience who know 
how the rules can be applied, preferably perform the evaluation. However, also non-experts can make 
use of the heuristic method (Nielsen 1993). The ten heuristics are: 

VISIBILITY OF SYSTEM STATUS. The system should always keep users informed about what is 
going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time. 

MATCH BETWEEN SYSTEM AND THE REAL WORLD. The system should speak the users' 
language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented 
terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural and logical 
order.  

USER CONTROL AND FREEDOM. Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need 
a clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted state without having to go through 
an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.  

CONSISTENCY AND STANDARDS. Users should not have to wonder whether different words, 
situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions.  

ERROR PREVENTION. Even better than good error messages is a careful design, which prevents 
a problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check 
for them and present users with a confirmation option before they commit to the action.  

RECOGNITION RATHER THAN RECALL. Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, 
actions, and options visible. The user should not have to remember information from one 
part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system should be visible or easily 
retrievable whenever appropriate.  
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FLEXIBILITY AND EFFICIENCY OF USE Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user -- may often 
speed up the interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to both 
inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.  

AESTHETIC AND MINIMALIST DESIGN. Dialogues should not contain information, which is 
irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the 
relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibility.  

HELP USERS RECOGNIZE, DIAGNOSE, AND RECOVER FROM ERRORS. Error messages should be 
expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively 
suggest a solution. 
 

HELP AND DOCUMENTATION. Even though it is better if the system can be used without 
documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such 
information should be easy to search, focused on the user's task, list concrete steps to be 
carried out, and not be too large.   
 

Heuristic evaluation has many advantages. It is intuitive, cheap and does not require very much 
planning. On the other hand is not a very trustable method to use stand-alone. Experiments 
have shown that individual evaluators only find between 20 and 51% of the existing usability 
problems in a user interface. (Nielsen, 1993). Having many evaluators and aggregating the 
results often compensate this. In Nielsen’s studies it was enough to have five evaluators to find 
between 55 and 90% of the usability problems. 

2.2 Design patterns 

2.2.1 Background 
Design pattern is a technique for identifying and solving problems. It helps bridging the gap between 
analysis and design (Segerståhl et al., 2006). A design pattern gives a textural and graphical description 
of a proven solution to a recurring problem (Borchers, 2001). The expression has its origin within 
architecture and was founded by Christopher Alexander in the late seventies (Alexander, 1977, 
Alexander 1979). Nowadays, the method is also commonly used in software code design and HCI. 
When design patterns are used within HCI, a pattern’s problem refers to conflicting needs in an 
interaction situation. 
 
Design patterns were applied on code design, within software engineering, for the first time 1987. Beck 
and Cunningham reported on their experiment on Smalltalk at an object-orientation conference 
(Borchers, 2001).  The first reference to Alexander’s patterns within HCI can be found even earlier. 
However, HCI design patterns have gained less attention than software design patterns. 
 
At a workshop in1999, patterns communities from software engineering and HCI agreed on a 
definition of interaction pattern languages: “An Interaction Pattern Language generates space/time 
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interaction designs that create a system image close to the user’s mental model of the task at hand, to 
make the human-computer interface as transparent as possible.” (Borchers 2000 CHI workshop 
report)(Borchers 2001) 

2.2.2 Content and structure 
The problem in a design pattern can be formulated as a conflict between forces. These forces are 
desired use qualities. A pattern describes a problem and its context and provides a solution that 
releases the tension between the forces. Within HCI the forces can for example be users’ needs, fears, 
goals or behaviors, or technical and practical aspects of the interaction. The solution consists of one or 
many features. A solution should be generally but concretely described, meaning that the design can 
vary, as long as it is obvious which feature it is derived from. (Arvola, 2006). The components of a 
design pattern are listed below: 
 

 
Figure 2.1. The components of a design pattern 

 
FORCES. Desired affordances or use qualities that are in conflict. 
 
PROBLEM. A problem that occurs due to the conflicting forces. 
 
FEATURES. Abstract configurations that release the tension between the forces, and are 
common to all solutions derived from the pattern. 
 
SOLUTION. A general solution consisting of the possible features and one or more 
concrete examples of specific solutions. 
 
CONTEXT. A pattern is only valid in its specified context. This is the context in which the 
forces are observed and the features provide a solution.  
 

When writing a design pattern, these elements need described in a consistent structure. The structure 
of a pattern may look as follows (Borchers, 2001): 

INTRODUCTORY PART 

Name. Catches the essence of the pattern. Makes it easier to remember and refer to the 
pattern. 
Picture as example of its application. The picture represents a good example of the idea 
of the pattern.  
Context. Which larger scale patterns the patterns helps to implement. 
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CENTRAL PART 

A short problem statement. What conflict the pattern addresses 
Detailed problem description. Uses the concept of competing forces. Also describes 
existing solutions. 
Central solution. A clear but generic set of instructions that can be applied in various 
situations. Introduced with “Therefore” 
Diagram illustrating the solution. A sketch of the solution. 

CLOSING PART 

Reference to smaller patterns. Patterns that can be used to implement the pattern. 
 

The reason as to why no labels are used for the different sections is that other typographical rules 
distinguish the difference between different sections, and that the labels would be distracting and 
repetitive (Borchers, 2001). Names of patterns are always written in capital letters. Here follows an 
example of how a design pattern can be formulated and structured. The pattern is developed by Arvola 
(2006) for IT in sociable use. It contains all parts described above, except for a picture in the 
introduction. 
 

DROP CONNECTOR 
. . . within network of interconnected devices—for example COMBINATIONS OF MOBILE 

AND STATIONARY DEVICES—users sometimes need to move objects between nodes in that 
network. This user interface pattern can be used when the device, through which the user 
acts, has a screen of reasonable resolution and size and where they can make use of drag 
and drop. 
 

◊ ◊ ◊ 
 
When users need to move information objects between devices they need to do so 
swiftly and seamlessly. 
 
Swiftness. Users need to move objects swiftly in order to make use of it serendipitously 
and extemporaneously. 
Seamlessness. Users need to move objects without perceptual seams. It should not be an 
activity in its own to  move an object. 
Personally oriented space of action: User may use very different devices within the peer-to-
peer network. 
Platform independence. Devices in a peer-to-peer network may have different operating 
systems. 
 
Take instant messengers like MSN Messenger and ICQ for example. Users often use these 
peer-to-peer networks to transfer files and links to each other. The same program exists 
on several operating systems and several different kinds of clients can be on the same 
network. It is, however, common that a user on one kind of a platform cannot transfer 
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files to users on other platforms. He or she then instead has to send it by email or upload 
it to a public website in order to share it. This is a source of great frustration. 
 
Therefore: 
As shown in Figure 5, make a drop connector where users can drag and drop 
information objects to graphical representations of the other devices at which it 
appears on the displays of the chosen device. Make a component for the graphical 
interface that is separated from the distributed event manager and also separated 
from the operating system, so that it can be easily ported to other clients located on 
other types of devices. 
 

◊ ◊ ◊ 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2.2. DROP CONNECTOR where a user drags an information object and drops it on 
some graphical representations of the other devices in the network. 

 
In order to realize this pattern, the platform must be able handle drag and drop events. 
Make sure that the drop area representing the other devices are easy to hit when dragging 
an object to it. Consider highlighting it when the mouse enters the area using ROLLOVER 

EFFECTS (Tidwell, 2004) so that a user immediately recognizes that the mouse is over that 
specific drop area. Provide feedback on the progress of the transfer of objects, using 
PROGRESS INDICATOR (Tidwell, 2004) or PROGRESS (van Welie, 2004) . . .  

2.2.3 Catalogues and languages 
“An individual pattern may already be very valuable for designers but when patterns are related to 
each other we can potentially reach a far more valuable thing.” (van Welie & van der Veer, 2003) 
Together, a hierarchy of patterns ordered by scope, form a pattern language. If the collection is not 
complete enough to cover all solutions of a domain it can be referred to as a pattern library or 
catalogue (Cooper et al., 2007) 
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Figure 2.3. A set of design patterns forms a pattern catalogue or a pattern language. 
 
“In Alexander’s idea, the language actually ‘generated’ the design by traversing from high level patterns 
to the lowest level of patterns. From the design of cities down to the design of window seats, a 
hierarchy of scale.” (van Welie & van der Veer, 2003). If a collection of patterns can be organized with 
a top-down approach, the designer can start at high-level patterns and step down in the hierarchy the 
further he or she gets in the design process. Showing how the patterns are related to each other make 
them much more usable. 
 
In order to organize the patterns hierarchically in is necessary to distinguish what the scale should be 
based on. Alexander made a categorization based on size and geometry, containing cities, 
neighborhoods, houses, and so one. Many attempts have been done to find suitable categories into 
which interaction patterns can be organized. van Welie & van der Veer, (2003) propose the following 
levels for a hierarchical organization of design patterns: 
 

POSTURE PATTERNS. Formulate the concept of the application; it’s reason for existence. 
The underlying motives could be business goals, social goals or personal goals. When 
talking about web design for example, a posture could be an E-COMMERCE SITE, or a 
COMMUNITY SITE. The posture pattern describes the essentials of such site; suitable site 
structure, typical elements, and what lower level patterns can be used. 
 
EXPERIENCE PATTERNS. Experience refers to the user’s broader goal of the interaction. As 
these goals are defined, the experience patterns tell the designer which lower level 
patterns can be used to create the experience. Examples of experiences are SHOPPING, 
DISCOVERING, PLAYING etc. 
 
TASK PATTERNS. Patterns that give solutions to smaller user problems, that are part of 
experiences, are called task patterns. These are more concrete than the higher level 
patters. They often describe a task sequence and objects that are needed to solve the task. 
Examples of task patters are BREADCRUMBS, SHOPPING CART and SEARCHING. 
 
ACTION PATTERNS. These patterns are not related to user goals but are meaningful when 
they are referred to from a task pattern. They are often the same as widgets.  LOGIN, EXIT 

and ACTION BUTTON are all action patterns. 
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2.2.4 Design patterns verses guidelines 
By capturing experience at the end of the development you can avoid repeating errors and create a 
corporate memory between members of the design team. One way of capturing knowledge is by 
writing guidelines. The author of the book “A Pattern Language to Interaction Design”, Borchers 
(2001) argues that guidelines have their weaknesses. Abstract guidelines are easily applied, but do not 
offer any applicable solutions. Concrete guidelines, on the other hand, are strictly connected to a 
certain toolkit and become disused if not transformed into timeless qualities. That is the reason as to 
why Borchers propose design patterns as a method for capturing existing understanding.  Among 
others, Cooper et al. (2007) highlight the importance of specifying in which context a design pattern is 
valid.  The core of a pattern lies in the relationship between represented objects and the goals of the 
user, which is one of the reasons as to why a general guideline can never replace a context specific 
design pattern. (Cooper et al., 2007) 

2.3 Touch screens 

2.3.1 Technology 
A variety of digital devices allow humans to interact with executing computer programs. Many of these 
are either input devices, such as keyboards, mice, web cams, and scanners or output devices, such as 
monitors and printers. A touch screen, on the other hand, serves as both input and output device. It 
consists of a touch sensitive surface, which overlays a computer screen (Lundström, 2008). There are 
four basic types of touch detection technologies. All of them determine the X and Y coordinate of the 
finger or stylus that touches the screen. Dale et al. (2007) describes the four touch screen technologies 
like this: 
 

RESISTIVE TOUCH SCREEN. The surface consists of two layers of conductive material. When 
the screen is touched the two layers come in contact on that specific position. The contact 
allows electrical current to flow. Since one of the layers conducts electricity vertically and 
the other horizontally the finger position can be recorded.  
 
CAPACITIVE TOUCH SCREEN. A conductive surface is applied over a glass screen. Current 
is applied to the four corners of the screen. When the user touches the current is 
distorted. The position of the finger is calculated by comparing the strength of the 
electrical flow from each corner. 
 
INFRARED TOUCH SCREEN. Light beams are projected horizontally and vertically over the 
screen. Sensors detect when the finger breaks the beams. Since the surface consists of 
standard glass this kind of screen is not sensitive to damage like resistive or capacitive 
touch screens having special surfaces.  
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SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE TOUCH SCREEN. The only difference from an infrared touch 
screen is that the beams are replaced with sound waves. The technology can easily be 
damaged by dust and moisture. (Wardle) 

 
Samuel C. Hurst created the first touch screen device in 1971. (Saffer, 2008) He and his company 
developed the resistive technology in 1974. In the 1980s touch screens made their way to public, being 
used in industry, retail environments etc.   

2.3.2 User input 
Touch screens display content to the user similarly to any other computer screen. What is different is 
the way the user gives input to the system. One of the great advantages with a touch screen relies on 
the fact that people often have good kinesthetic control of their body parts. “Interaction on touch 
sensitive screens is literally the most ‘direct’ form of HCI” (Albinsson & Zhai, 2003).  Input and output 
occur at the very same location. However, it is shown that computer mice are also successful input 
devices. (Forlines et al., 2007) They are involved with indirect-input, which may cause kinesthetic 
confusion, but this is compensated by good feedback on the screen. Forlines et al. have devoted a study 
to comparing mouse- to touch screen input. In one of their experiments the researchers compared 
speed and error rate for single users controlling an object on a tabletop screen with indirect (mouse) 
versus direct input (touch screen). The result indicates that error rates are higher, while selection is 
preformed faster on the touch screen. The authors come to the conclusion that, in a context where 
precise input is more critical and an error would have costly consequences, the touch screen user 
would probably be more careful and the time for completing a task would increase. Secondly the study 
proved that the error rate increases the longer the distance is between the user and the target, a 
problem that increases the larger the screen is.  An interesting explanation is that the contact surface 
between the finger and the screen is dependent on the orientation of the screen. When using a vertical 
screen the contact area is invariant of where on the screen the user points. The finger angle is always 
the same.  When the screen is horizontal, on the other hand, which is the case with tabletop displays, 
the contact area varies depending on the target’s distance from the user. This makes the mapping 
between fingertip and the recorded input point non-uniform. 

2.3.3 Interaction principles 
It is the fact that the user can push directly at the actual target that makes touch screen interfaces very 
intuitive to use. The technology is often used in situations where the user has little experience and 
loose input devices, such as mouse or keyboard, are not suitable. Nevertheless, designing for touch 
screens is a relatively new field for most designers. A touch screen interface has unique requirements. 
In an interview with the business journal Forbes, Jacob Nielsen notes some of the limitations that 
touch screens have; The hand covers the display, it is hard to type on a soft-keyboard, the graphic 
design is limited by the size of a finger and different producers come up with different standards for 
touch screen gestures. (Caulfield, 2009)  
 
Jacko & Sears, (2003) argue that some advantages of a touch screen interface are that it calls for 
minimal training, require minimal memorization, display only valid operation alternatives and give 
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immediate feedback. That is why they are good for new users and in environments that are stressful. 
“These devices are most helpful in situations in which complex input is not needed, and they have 
added benefit of being fairly well protected.”(Dale & Lewis, 2007) On the other hand, this forces the 
design to offer a limited number of options and does not allow extensive input.  
 
As early as 1984, Breaton and Weiman made research on touch screen interaction (Jacko & Sears, 
2003). They came to the conclusion that large keys result in better performance than small keys, but 
only the vertical dimension of a click target affects the number of errors being made. The optimal 
dimension of a button, and distances to surrounding buttons, according to Breaton and Weiman 
(Jacko & Sears, 2003), is shown in figure 2.4. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.4. Recommended size and separation of touch screen buttons 
 

Cooper et al. (2007) argue that some interaction methods should be avoided when designing for touch 
screens. It needs to be made clear that the authors refer to kiosks, and not to handheld devices. Soft-
keyboard input is good for small amounts of texts, but results in lots of fingerprints on the screen. 
Typing on a soft-keyboard takes long time. Therefore a soft keyboard should not be used if not 
necessary. Moreover, it is not appropriate to use drag and drop, since this is difficult to master on a 
touch screen. This includes scroll. Also floating windows and dialogs should be avoided, according to 
Cooper et al. 

2.4 The retail sales domain 
In what ways the purchase process can be supported within and retail sales, belongs to the science of 
marketing and trade. This is a broad field that cannot be discussed in detail here. However, it is 
important mention some vocabulary that can be used in order to express what happens in the domain.   

2.4.1 Products 
How much time and effort the salesperson will have to put into a sale depends on the product type. 
Merchandise can be divided into the following categories (Fernie, 2003) : 

CONVENIENCE GOODS. Items bought on regular basis, which the customer buys without 
much thought, such as milk, fruit and eggs. The brand loyalty is low and the goods are 
relatively inexpensive. When buying these products the customer is confident, needing little 
help from salespeople 
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PREFERENCE GOODS. Similar to convenience goods, but the customer has some brand 
preferences, due to for example advertising.  Still the customer is unsure about desired 
qualities. Shampoo, coffee and toothpaste are examples of preference goods. The 
customer needs little help from the salespeople, but associated products can be suggested. 
 
SHOPPING GOODS. More expensive and complex products such as clothes and shoes. The 
customer might want to compare them to other items within or outside the store. The 
customer in not loyal to a specific brand, but is clear over desired qualities of the product. 
The salesperson can help the customer by informing about benefits and comparative 
features 

 
SPECIAL GOODS.  Goods that are more expensive and complex, which customers are 
willing to put effort and time in buying, such as electronic equipment. The customer will 
probably need help from a salesperson to make a selection and come to a decision. 
 
UNSOUGHT GOODS. Goods that we do not plan to buy and that we have few preferences 
about. Such products could be pushed for by placing them by convenience items or 
having promotional pricing. 

 

2.4.2 Decision-making  
The role that the salesperson will have to take is not only related to the product type, but also to the 
complexity of the decision-making that the products are involved with. The same product can be 
bought on routine by one customer and require extensive problem solving for another. This depends 
on their brand loyalty, experience within the product field, the value they put into the product etc. 
 

ROUTINE DECISION-MAKING.  Related to convenience and preference goods that are 
bought on routine.  
 
LIMITED PROBLEM SOLVING. The customer has a higher involvement in the purchase and 
will spend more time and effort making the decision. Some information is needed to 
support the decision-making 
 
EXTENSIVE PROBLEM SOLVING. The product is expensive, complex, has an especially high 
value to the customer or is within a category of witch the customer has little experience. 
 

There exist many different motives for shopping. Necessity, entertainment, stimulation are a few 
examples. Though the product itself is the main reason for shopping, the total experience will affect the 
customer’s satisfaction. The salespersons role is to enhance the purchase process. Furthermore a 
salesperson can reinforce the store image, the shopping experience and build relations.  
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2.4.3 The purchase process 
The salespeople within routine shopping, process the customers orders, show the location of products, 
get products from stock and compute the purchase. The sale is reinforced through efficient processing, 
suggestions of additional items and information about special offers. Salespeople within routine 
shopping can be referred to as order getters. Salespeople within the specialty goods category that are 
not bought on routine have a different role from the order taker. They need to engage potential 
customers, and give support in the decision-making. Such salespeople might be paid on commission. 
Order takers have a big influence on the customers store image and satisfaction. 
 
Fernie (2003) points out that the salesperson has a role to take at every stage, but declares that: 
“Because retail selling is primarily a one-to-one activity, and therefore expensive, the most effective use 
of the salesperson’s time is during the alternative evaluation and alternative choice stages.” Fernie 
describes the process as containing the steps described in the table below. The buying process is from a 
customer’s point of view, and the selling process is from the store’s point of view: 
 

THE BUYING PROCESS THE SELLING PROCESS 

Problem recognition Prospecting and preparing. Introduce new models and indicate 
that the current model is out of date. Learn about the target 
group and the products 

Information search Approach. Give information on alternative models. Determine 
the customer’s needs through open questions. 

Alternative evaluation Presentation. Push for features and benefits with alternative 
models. 

Alternative choice Close. Indicate finance, guarantees etc. 
Post-purchase evaluation  Follow up. Check satisfaction after buy. 
 

2.5 Digital signage  
“Digital signage is based on various methods of using computer and television screens (as well as other 
kinds of display devices) in ways that are as efficient as possible to provide advertising and information 
to people in public areas.” (Lundström, 2008) Lundström describes the core idea of digital signage as 
presenting products at the point of purchase, in other words in the store. 
 
Digital signage could be described as a media form somewhere in between web and television. It can 
show streaming media containing audio and video, just like television, but on the other hand the 
source of the content are several different files instead of a continuous ready-made signal. Digital 
signage that allows interaction lets the user control the content, just like on the Internet, but generally 
the information is presented in a much more automated way than on a web-page. Additionally the 
same content can be presented to many users at the same time, just like broadcast media. (Lundström, 
2008) 
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2.5.1 Kiosks 
Interactive public systems are often referred to as kiosks. Lundström makes a distinction between 
kiosk and customer terminals, which are both interactive public devices. A customer terminal is 
commonly a touch screen with a built in media player. It is something in-between a digital sign and a 
kiosk. It holds play lists between which the user can navigate and chose what content to consume. A 
kiosk is a more complex customer terminal that supports two-way communication. The customer 
gives input that the system responds to in some way. A kiosk might for example contain a smart cart 
reader to perform transactions. Kiosk can also be referred to as point- of-sales (POS) devices (Saffer, 
2008).  
 
Kiosks can be divided into four categories depending on their purpose. A kiosk commonly belongs to 
several categories at the same time. (Borchers, 2001) 
 

INFORMATION KIOSKS. Provide information within a usually limited field. 
 
ADVERTISING KIOSKS. Present a company or an institution and its products or services. 
 
SERVICE KIOSKS. Emphasize the flow of information from the user to the system. 
 
ENTERTAINMENT KIOSKS. For attracting customers and let them pass their time. These 
kiosks often have a secondary purpose. 

 
Cooper et al. (2007) have formulated another type of categorisation: transactional kiosk and 
explorational kiosks. A transactional kiosk is for example a ticket machine or an ATM, which helps the 
user to carry out a transaction. Explorational kiosks have a less obvious purpose. Explorational kiosks 
do not encourage use in the same apparent way as transactional kiosk. The goal of using a 
transactional kiosk is straighter forward, which for example tend to make people willing to wait in line.  

2.5.2 Purpose 
As described in previous section, one way of using kiosks in stores is to supply the customer and 
salespeople with information. “…There is a need for knowledge in any shop that sells complex 
products, ranging from sports shoes to electronic devices. In such stores, the customers always have 
plenty of questions. In many cases, information may be a stronger weapon in selling complex products 
than advertising.  The digital signage system can also educate the staff in the shops; a more 
knowledgeable sales force always improves sales.” (Lundström, 2008) 
 
Lundström recommends kiosks in the following types of stores: 

• Stores providing constantly updated information, such as travel agencies, estate agents 
and gaming parlors. 

• Stores that cannot hold all desired products in stock, competing with e-commerce that 
can have a much wider assortment.   

• Stores selling complex products, where information about the product is important for 
decision-making.  The application cannot only educate the customers, but also the staff. 
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Lundström notes two problems that stores have encountered due to increased e-commerce. Firstly 
customers want to see more products than those that can be viewed in the store, secondly they are not 
willing to wait to get assistance to the same extent as earlier. The customers are more eager to find an 
immediate answer to their questions. A customer terminal is a good solution to both of these 
problems.  
 
According to Lundström a customer terminal have the following advantages: 
 

FOCUS. A customer is more focused when performing an action and choosing what to 
view than when exposed to peripheral advertisement.  Additionally most customers put 
more value into information than advertising.  
 
SERVICE. The terminals reduce the load on the salespeople, when it comes to offering 
service to the customers. 
 
ADOPTING THE MESSAGE. Depending on the choices made by the user, convenient 
advertisement can be shown. 

2.5.3 Interaction principles 
Borchers (2001) has formulated a pattern language for interactive systems in public spaces, based on 
research on an interactive music exhibit.  He notes a few fundamentals that distinguish kiosk use from 
other kinds of computer interaction: 
 

• Most users are first-time and one-time users 
• There is no professional motivation, requiring the visitors to use the system 
• The interaction is often lasting during a short time. 

 
In a study on a photo-ordering kiosk, Godin, Forsberg and Asp investigated if it is possible to modify 
existing design patterns to enhance kiosk design.  They observed some problems related to public 
touch screen kiosk interaction. Firstly, the fact that the input device is a touch screen implies that large 
buttons are needed. This leads to a reduced display area. Since there is not possibility to double click or 
right click the design options are reduced. Secondly, scrolling and moving objects, is problematic. The 
third problem observed is that straightforward functionality is required, because of the usually stressful 
environment and inexperienced users. The authors also argue that it is important that the users do not 
feel that they are using the application to reduce the load on the staff. It must be fun and easy to use the 
kiosk. The conclusion from the empirical study was that van Welie’s web pattern SHOPPING CART (van 
Welie) is applicable on kiosk.  
 
Based on research, a model has been developed for designing kiosk suitable for the specific product 
category that it deals with (Bryan). The model is based on two independent variables: “Importance of 
Customer’s Usage Context” and “Degree of Problem-Solving Required”. The first variable refers to 
how relevant the product’s context is during the purchase process. For some products it is important 
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to know about the user, the location of use, other artifacts being used together with the product etc. 
When buying paint it is important to know about condition of the bedding, while for example a book 
or a vase can be used in any context. The second variable refers to how complex the decision-making 
process is. Complex products that are not bought on routine require information to assist the decision-
making. When letting the two variables represent the axis in a diagram, they form four quadrants 
describing four different situations. All these call for different kiosk design.  
 
When minimal problem solving is needed and the dependence of the context is low, the kiosk should 
preferably just provide an extended catalogue and give the customer a wider selection to choose from 
than what can be held in stock. Such products can for example be household items or books. When the 
context is important, but still minimal problem solving is needed, as for example in clothes stores, the 
kiosk should, if possible, serve as a personal assistant. The third category is when the context has low 
relevance but problem solving is needed. This is the case for many technical products. A successful 
kiosk can provide an overview of the products and serve as an impartial expert, holding information 
about the product features. It could also explain intricate concepts to the customer. The last category 
implies high context dependence and extended problem solving. A successful kiosk would provide 
personal context information as well as product instructions. The product information should 
preferably start at an easy level and progressively be more detailed. 
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3 Method  
In prior research on design patterns (Martin et al. 2001, Arvola, 2006) we have seen how patterns can 
be developed from field studies. However, in this work, the study that precedes the design pattern 
development is a usability study. The methodology for evaluation designs and getting to know the 
users is borrowed from software development and HCI. The reason for this is, as made clear in section 
1.3, that the overall purpose of the thesis is to learn about the usability in existing touch screen 
terminals, and design pattern technique is an approach to how the knowledge can be expressed.  
 
In section 1.3 it is explained that the first question to investigate is what usability problems and 
solutions to usability problems can be found in existing touch screen interfaces for in store touch 
screen terminals. Hence, it is necessary to obtain an understanding for specific applications and their 
users. This knowledge can be obtained through a usability study. This usability study consists of four 
stages, which together aim at answering the first thesis question. The stages are: analytical evaluation, 
stakeholder interview, contextual inquiry, and user analysis, methods described further in the 
following sections.  
 
The second issue to explore is what human computer interaction (HCI) design patterns can be used or 
created to meet the observed usability problems and capture the solutions. The question is based on 
the assumption that usability problems stem from conflicting forces, which are for example users’ 
needs, and that design patterns therefore are a good way of capturing usability knowledge. “It is shown 
that desirable qualities of systems-in-use can be utilized as forces in patterns, which means that 
traditional qualitative research is highly valuable when documenting design knowledge in patterns.” 
(Arvola, 2006).  
 
The usability study serves to gather problems and forces, features and solution in the use of the 
application, and in the domain. The design pattern development aims at reformulating this data into 
design patterns. The conclusions from the usability study need to be analyzed and rearranged. 
Conflicting use qualities can be derived from observed usability problems and from understanding for 
the users and the domain. Moreover, it is necessary to find out where there are existing patterns that 
meet the observed problems, and where new patterns need to be created. Existing patterns dealing with 
observed problems need to be referred to in the created pattern catalogue.  The foundation for the 
pattern catalog development is made up by the outcome from the empirical results, prior knowledge 
about kiosks, documented in 2.3-2.5, and existing HCI design patterns.  
 
It is explained that in order to answer the thesis questions, a real system needs to be studied, using 
multiple methods. It is therefore convenient to refer to the process, from usability study to design 
pattern development, as a case study. A case study is a method for learning about problems in real 
systems, integrating data from multiple sources, such as interviews, observations, surveys etc.  (Scholz 
& Tietje, 2002).  As illustrated in 3.1 the case study starts with analytical evaluation, followed by 
stakeholder interview, contextual inquiry, user analysis, and design pattern development. 
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Figure 3.1. The general design of the case study 

3.1 Analytical evaluation 
The analytical evaluation is based on heuristic evaluation, a technique described in 2.1.4. The 
evaluation aims at finding good and poor design solutions in a set of customer terminals developed by 
Instoremedia. It is a piece in the work of answering the first thesis question in section 1.3. The reason 
for evaluating more than one application is that it is good to get an overview of how different customer 
terminals can be designed. It becomes possible to make comparisons and discover patterns. No users 
are included in the evaluation. Instead, Nielsen’s heuristics help discovering usability problems and 
solutions to possible usability problems.  

3.2 Stakeholder interview 
By definition usability is about how a specific user can perform a specific task in a specific environment. 
Hence, all of these three factors need to be identified in order to achieve good usability in the end. 
Therefore, a natural step in the work of answering thesis question 1, formulated in 1.3, is to study an 
application in its context. The stakeholder interview, the contextual inquiry and the user analysis all 
deal with one specific application. This is due to an assumption that knowledge gathered around this 
application is also valid for the other applications since their purposes and contexts are similar. 
 
Cooper et al. (2007) suggest that a user study should be instituted by stakeholder interviews since this 
gives an insight to the business context: “It is the designers’ obligation to develop solutions without 
ever losing sight of these business goals, and it is therefore critical that the design team begin its work 
by understanding the opportunities and constraints that are behind the design brief.”  Additionally, 
such interview can also give hints to how the user research should be conducted, according to Cooper 
et al.  
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The aim with the stakeholder interview is to reveal the stakeholders’ purpose for having customer 
terminals, and how they are intended to be utilized. A second reason for performing such interview is 
that it gives an insight to the domain and the general use, which is valuable when performing the next 
inquiry, the contextual inquiry.   

3.3 Contextual inquiry 
It is made clear that in order to understand the usability of an application it is necessary to understand 
the users, and their needs, goals, etc. This also includes learning about the tasks that they perform and 
the context in which the use takes place. A contextual inquiry will help obtain a deeper understanding 
for the usability of the application. The study aims at providing data describing users, usability 
problems, tasks, goals, motivations, needs etc. Though the thesis question, formulated in 1.3 is about 
usability problems, the contextual inquiry will not only focus on the actual interaction. Usability 
problems stem from users’ needs, wished, wants, motivations, fears etc, as well as from technical 
aspects. Hence, underlying forces need to be identified in order to get an understanding for what is 
usable and what is not in the application. That is why we must look at the situation in general. 
 
Contextual inquiry is a useful technique since it reveals contextual factors, and allows users to explain 
the observed processes and actions in interviews. This contextual inquiry includes observation, not 
only of users using the applications, but also of general processes in the environment. Moreover it 
includes interviews with salespeople and a questionnaire, handed out to customers in the store. All 
these techniques are usability-engineering methods described in 2.1.2 
 
Many times people have a hard time describing and reflecting on their own behaviour. That is why 
observation can reveal some data that interviews cannot. By studying the context where the interaction 
takes place one can obtain an understanding for the tasks that are preformed in the environment. It is 
interesting to find out what general processes take place, but also how the interactive device is being 
used. In other words the focus will be both on the selling process in general and on the interaction 
sessions that occur. In order to not cause any obstruction, the course is not video or audio recorded. 
Nevertheless, notes are taken. 
 
The contextual inquiry includes unstructured and semi structured interviews with salespeople. The 
salespeople are both primary users, when they utilize the application together with customers, and 
observers, watching customers utilizing the application. According to Cooper et al. (2007) it is relevant 
to speak both to existing and potential users. Therefore it is not critical whether the salespeople being 
interviewed actually utilize the system or not. 
 
A questionnaire survey is quick and easy to carry out in a public environment. It doesn’t ask for much 
from the participants. The aim with the questionnaire is to gather some fundamental domain specific 
data variables that will distinguish the user categories. Therefore questions about the specific 
application in question will not be asked. 
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3.4 User analysis 
Raw data from the user study is unstructured. The users, their needs and tasks need to be expressed on 
a form that is easy to grasp. Personas, scenarios, and task-analysis are methods borrowed from 
usability engineering. Here they are used to process and structure the data from the interviews, 
questionnaires and observations. The techniques are introduced in section 2.1.3. How the personas, 
scenarios and task analysis cover knowledge about users, tasks and environment is shown in figure 3.2. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.2. Personas, scenarios and task analysis cover knowledge about users, tasks and environment 
 
The persona creation process is inspired by the workflows described by Cooper et al. (2007), Mc Ginn 
& Kotamraju (2008) and Pruitt & Adlin (2006). Adjustments to the proposed workflows are made in 
order to suite the current conditions. For example, Pruitt & Adlain focus on the collaborative work, 
and integrating the process into the current situation at the company. These steps are not relevant 
since this survey is stand-alone and the personas are not primary designed for the company in 
question. The process is comparable to the method proposed by Mc Ginn & Kotamraju, described in 
chapter 2.1.3, but interviews will be replaced with the ethnographical study and the questionnaire.   
The process is described below:  
 

1. Some domain specific behavioral and demographic variables on which the objects can 
be mapped are defined.  

2. The most homogenous and relevant user groups are chosen. When characteristics for 
people within the different user groups are determined, persona skeletons evolve.  

3. The skeletons are developed into real personas by enriching them with data about their 
goals, preferences and experiences.  

4. Name, picture and some demographic variables can be added to the personas to make 
them more alive.  

 
Within HCI it is fundamental to have knowledge about the task that the users want to perform. A task-
analysis identifies frequently preformed actions. The aim with the task analysis is that it should reveal 
information about the current design; what is suitable and what is not according to the actions that the 
users perform. The process of conducting a task analysis looks as follows: 
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1. A set of high-level tasks can be defined from the gathered data.  
2. Each task is decomposed into subtasks. This can be done by asking the question: How is 

this done?  
3. The tasks are visualized in a diagram. 
 

Scenarios are narrative stories describing the use. Since tasks are captured in the task analysis, the most 
meaningful use of scenarios here is to describe user’s goals. If goal based scenarios are enriched with 
some descriptions of the background they become evolved scenarios.  

3.5 Design pattern development 
The personas, scenarios, task analysis and other documentation of data can be reused, but will 
probably not. If the collected knowledge forms a foundation for developing design patterns, on the 
other hand, the understanding for the situation is captured in a way that can easily be applied on 
future projects. This part of the work is motivated by the second thesis question in section 1.3.  
 
In order to make the patterns easy to apply on a design it is necessary to organize them in a 
hierarchical structure, a pattern catalog. High-level patterns address problems dealing with 
environments and means, while low-level patterns concern the interface (Arvola, 2006). If the patterns 
are linked to each other it is easier to apply them during design. That is why it is desirable to organize 
the discovered patterns in a hierarchical catalogue. A hierarchical structure asks for patterns on 
different levels. The high-level patters are domain related, and address postures and experiences (see 
section 2.2.3 for further explanation). They can for example be based on business goals, and general 
user goals. Though high-level patterns do not deal with actual usability problems,  they are valuable 
since they make it possible to construct a hierarchical collection that is much easier to implement than 
stand-alone patterns.   
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4 Analytical Evaluation 
Five applications produced by Instoremedia were evaluated with help from Nielsen’s heuristics 
(Nielsen, 2003). The applications are interactive product catalogs created for retail stores. Four of them 
are created exclusively for the customer. These companies are Yamaha, Grandezza, Telenor and Telia. 
The fifth application is a customer invariant product catalogue, simply called Product Catalogue. The 
intention is that this application should be sold to retail stores, as a more general product. Now it 
shows mock-up content and unlike the other applications it has never been running in a store.  
 
The last of the ten heuristics, help and documentation, was left out. Since the applications are used 
during short time intervals in public environments user manuals are not appropriate. The interfaces 
need to speak for themselves. In the following five sections results from the heuristic evaluation are 
described. Not all, but the most interesting and important of the observed usability problems, and 
interaction solutions are talked about. 

4.1 Yamaha 
The Yamaha application, shown in figure 4.1, has products in categories, which are divided into 
subcategories. When the user has chosen a subcategory there is not clue as to which subcategory is 
selected. In figure 4.2, the subcategory “Fyrtakt” within “Vattenskotrar” is selected. This is not 
apparent. The problem refers to visibility of system status. It is good that checked buttons are 
distinguished from not checked buttons. Unnecessarily it is done in different ways, shown in figure 
4.3. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1. The Yamaha application  
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Figure 4.2. The hierarchy 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.3. Checked buttons 
 
In the context of consistency and standards, it is a problem that buttons having the same meaning are 
designed differently, shown in figure 4.4, and buttons having different meaning have the same design, 
shown in figure 4.5. 
 

‘  

 
Figure 4.4. Buttons with the same function but different design 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.5. Buttons with the same design but different function 
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If the user wants to find a retailer, it is possible to choose a geographic area from a map shown in 
figure 4.6. What is good about this map is that it gives feedback on the mouse-down event. The 
currently selected area is then displayed in a darker color, which is a good way of providing visibility of 
system status.  
 

 
 

Figure 4.6. Feed back on the mouse-down event 
 

4.2 Grandezza 
The Grandezza application, shown in figure 4.7, performs well when it comes to consistency and 
standards. For example, checked toggle-buttons are color-coded the same way within the whole 
interface (see figure 4.8). The interface supports recognition rather than recall since it allows switching 
between tabs without loosing user input.  
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Figure 4.7. The Grandezza application 
 

 
 

Figure 4.8. Selected buttons are color-coded 
 

The application has some problems related to the heuristic match between system and the real world. 
Several of the lingual formulations in the interface could be clearer (see figure 4.9), and the scroll bar is 
hard to manage. One way, in which the application offers visibility of the system status, is through the 
use of an overview with the currently viewable image marked (see figure 4.10). 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.9. Vague linguistic formulations 
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Figure 4.10. Overview and detail 

4.3 Telenor 
In the Telenor application, shown in figure 4.11, it is hard to distinguish the two main sections “Privat” 
and “Företag”. The two sections look almost identical. This problem is related to the heuristic visibility 
of system status. However, in another respect, the system performs well on this heuristic. The use of 
paging, handles the big amount of information, and communicates the current position in the 
sequence of pages. How it is designed is shown in figure 4.12. The visibility regarding the scroll is poor. 
The interface does not indicate that the page is scrollable, and gives no clue as to where on the page we 
currently are when we scroll. Moreover, it responds on the mouse up-event, when the finger is raised, 
and not mouse-down, as we are used to. Another visibility problem is that tabs, due to their design, do 
not look attached to their content area. Hence it is not clear which tab is selected. This is shown in 
figure 4.13. 
 

 

 
Figure 4.11. The Telenor application 
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Figure 4.12. Paging 

 
 

 

 
Figure 4.13. The design of the tabs 

 
Thanks to “back”-buttons, and the fact that a main menu is always present, the application provides 
good user control and freedom. A problem though, is that the menu is located at the top, so that the 
hand covers the screen when using it. Another problem concerns switching between tabs in the 
interface. Within the tabs there is a sub navigation. The tabs do not “remember” their current status, 
when the user switches to another tab and back. This is problematic since information from one tab 
may be useful for navigating on the other tab. 
 
Generally the application performs well regarding consistency and standards. Almost everywhere in the 
interface, a checked button looks the same. Moreover, when a product is to be chosen from a list of 
products, the clickable area includes not only the button, but also the whole product-box. This seems 
to be a good way of handling imprecise input. However, it is problematic that buttons do not look 
inactivated when they are not. 

4.4 Telia 
The Telia application, shown in figure 4.14, is the only one of the five applications that has some sort 
of progress indication. It is observed that the system is slow; therefore progress indication is 
particularly important. The progress indicator is shown in figure 4.15. It is a good way to offer visibility 
of the system status. Another good solution is the paging, shown in figure 4.16. When it comes to user 
control and freedom the application has some problems. When the user chooses one of the options (a 
brand, the top list, or choose by needs) he or she is encountered with a stack of products that may be of 
interest. However, if the user selects a products, reads about it and then wants to go back to view the 
rest of the products within the chosen category, this is impossible. When clicking back at the product 
page, the user gets to the start page. This is problematic if the application should support exploration. 
If the user is likely to use the terminal for retrieval of information about a specific product, on the 
other hand, it is not that critical. 
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Figure 4.14. The Telia application 
 

 

 

Figure 4.15. The progress indicator 
 

 
Figure 4.16. Paging 

 
If the user is making a subscription configuration in the “subscription chooser” shown in figure 4.17, 
and wants to read about the different subscription types, this is possible by switching to the 
subscription tab. However, when going back to the mobile phones tab, the subscription chooser is not 
there anymore. The user has to choose to configure the subscription over again. It is observed that the 
system does not support comparing products, neither finding product specifications, nor finding price. 
Moreover it is not possible to escape from the search dialog without performing a search. The search 
dialog is shown in figure 4.18. The formulation “Börja om” in figure 4.19 is vague since the preformed 
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task has no clear beginning. It is not apparent whether the button takes you to the start screen of the 
whole interface, to the selection of products or somewhere else. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.17. Subscription chooser 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.18. Search dialog 
 

 
 

Figure 4.19. Start over -button 
 

A critical problem is that buttons look different within the interface is inconsistent. Some of the 
buttons are visually distinguished when selected or disabled, others are not. How the distinction is 
designed varies. These problems are related both to consistency and standards, and visibility of system 
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status. Various looks of not enabled, enabled, selected and not selected buttons are shown in figure 
4.20.  Moreover, the order of the menu items changes within the interface. 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.20. Inconsistent button design 
 

4.5 Product catalog 
A critical usability problem in Product Catalog, shown in figure 4.21, is that interactive elements do 
not appear in logical order, and are not named properly. This problem is addressed to the heuristic 
match between system and the real world. It is not clear where the different buttons will take you, due 
to their names and positions. For example, the button “Välj kategori” in figure 4.21 brings the user to a 
higher level in the hierarchy, while the two buttons beside it deal with the current level, which is 
“Mobile phones”. 
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Figure 4.21. Product Catalog 
 
Moreover, the application has problems concerning consistency and standards. We are used to perceive 
faded gray buttons as not enabled. This is the look of checked buttons in this application, as shown in 
figure 4.22. Moreover, headlines and buttons have the same appearance, as shown in figure 4.23. The 
upper element in the figure is both a headline and a button, while the middle element is a headline 
looking like a button. The lower element is just a button. The scrollbar in Product Catalog is designed 
like a typical desktop interface scroll bar, and works fine. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.22. The appearance of a selected button. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 4.23. Buttons and headlines. 

 
Another observed problem concerns user control and freedom. When the user has chosen to perform a 
search, it is not possible to escape from the dialog without performing the search. The two buttons, 
“tillbaka” and “välj”, in figure 4.24, both call for the search event. 
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Figure 4.24. A search dialog. 

4.6 Analysis 
Many of the problems are unique to the specific application in which they are observed. However, 
when looking at the results it is clear that several of the problems are related to the same desirable 
qualities: 
 

DISPLAY LARGE AMOUNTS OF DATA. On touch screens, a general problem is the limited 
space. Buttons need to be big enough for the finger. This leaves the designer with less 
screen space to work with. Moreover it is known from section 2.5.3 that a person in a 
public stressful area, interacting with a touch screen terminal, should not be encountered 
with too much information at the time. In the studied applications, problem with content 
overload is in many cases solved with a scrollbar. In Instoremedia’s applications the 
scrollbars are commonly designed so that the user has to repetitively tap the arrow button 
to force the page to scroll. This is not how we are used to scroll on desktop computers, 
where we can click and hold or click and drag. In section 2.3.3, scrolling on touch screens 
is refereed to as troublesome. In the era of touch screen cell phones, a new way of 
scrolling has arisen, allowing the user to sweep with the finger to force the page to slide. 
However, it was also observed that in one of the applications a typical desktop computer 
scroll bar worked fine. Dragging the actual bar seems to be the most critical action. 
However, if the bar is left out, there needs to be some other type of visual message telling 
the user that some of the information is hidden.  In several of the applications the 
problem with content overload is solved with structuring the content into subsequent 
pages. This is of course a good alternative to scrollbars. Especially since clear information 
is given to the user about the current position in the sequence of pages 

 
IMMEDIATE RESPONSE. In the Telia application it was observed that the system responded 
slowly. This is problematic since we are used to some kind of instant feedback from most 
of our digital devices. It is also problematic since touch screens provide no tactile 
feedback when we push down a button. Two solutions to this problem are observed. The 
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first is a progress indicator, like the one in figure 4.15; the second is that the visible status 
of the element being clicked changes on mouse-down event, like the map in figure 4.6.   

 
REVERSIBLE NAVIGATION.  In this case reversible refers to the possibility to navigate somewhere, 
change ones mind, and go back. This use quality is closely connected to the heuristic user control 
and freedom. In the applications that are studied this is often, but not always possible. In some 
cases input data disappear when leaving the page and coming back. In two of the applications 
the user can only leave the current page by performing a search task. There is no opportunity to 
escape. In another case there is a return button but it is almost impossible to find. None of the 
applications allow the user to return to the start view. However, it is also seen how this problem 
can be dealt with. Very often a back-button is provided. Another solution observed in the 
applications is to always let the main menu be visible. This is not enough though, if the 
application contains a hierarchy of data, with many levels, or if the navigation is sequential. 
 
UNDERSTANDING WHICH ELEMENTS ARE CLICKABLE. Buttons having the same function but 
different appearance, headlines looking like buttons, not enabled buttons looking like selected 
buttons, buttons having vague naming or a confusing position – these are example of 
inconsistent and vague design that might make the user feel unconfident. Due to the lack of 
tactile feedback, it is especially important to tell the user which elements are buttons. It also 
needs to be clear if the button is selected or not. Moreover the button needs to express the action 
it will perform in a clear way. Many of the observed lingual formulations were vague. 
 
UNDERSTANDING THE CURRENT POSITION IN THE NAVIGATION SPACE. Many of Instoremedia’s 
applications have implemented hierarchical navigation. The problem here is that it is not always 
clear where in the hierarchy we are. When the menu is always visible, one solution seems to be 
toggle buttons. Toggle buttons change visual appearance when checked. Clear headlines and tabs 
also seem to work fine. 
 
FETCH RELATED DATA. In some of the observed applications, it seems useful to gather and 
compare data from different sections. This has been solved with tabs, which seems to work fine. 
There is navigation within the tabs. The problem arises when the tabs do not keep their current 
status. The user looses his or her input when switching between the tabs. It seems important that 
the tabs have some form of memory. 

 
NOT COVER THE SCREEN. The user points directly at the screen. In order to avoid screen coverage, 
it seems to be good to place the menu at the bottom of the screen. If a second set of buttons is 
needed, for example a submenu, the right side of the screen is probably a good location, since 
most people are right-handed.  

 
Some of the heuristics turned out to be more relevant than others. Consistency and standards, visibility 
of system status and user control of freedom where the most gaining heuristics. This provides a clue as 
to what is important to deal with when it comes to touch screen terminals. The heuristics help users 
recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors and error prevention were not very rewarding in this 
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situation. This is due to the simplicity of the interfaces. The lack of user input and critical tasks in 
connection with information kiosk make errors rare. If interfaces for transactional kiosks had been 
evaluated, it would probably be more important to deal with errors. The error that is most likely to 
occur in these interfaces is that the user navigates to the wrong page, either because of a mistaken 
touch or due to a misunderstanding. What is needed here is not an error message but to let the user 
understand the current position in the navigation space and offer reversible navigation.  
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5 Stakeholder interview 
 
An interview with store concept developers at Telia revealed the company’s purpose for installing 
customer terminals and gave an insight to the domain. To fully understand the results from the store 
concept developer interview it important to have some basic knowledge about the application and the 
installation of it. 

5.1 The Telia application 
The application that is analyzed is Telia Mobile Touch, an application developed for the 
telecommunication company Telia.  The company offers mobile communications, fixed telephony, 
data communications and broadband to business and private customers. In order to sell their 
communication services to customers, who tend to be product focused, they also offer physical 
artifacts, including cell phones. The most important physical artifacts are cell phones. 
 

 

 
Figure 5.1. The Telia Mobile Touch application 

 
Telia’s digital signage system contains movie screens and touch screen terminals. The system was 
installed 2006 in more than seventy stores all over the country. Since then continuous updates have 
been made to the touch screen application. The application is an interactive product catalogue that 
offers information about cell phones and subscriptions, but also some accessories. A central part of the 
application is the “subscription chooser”, shown in figure 4.7, where the user can configure a 
subscription to view the total price for a specific cell phone with subscription. In many of the stores 
Telia Mobile Touch is not the only touch screen application. There are also queue ticket machines 
enriched with touch screens and interactive media players providing the customers with music etc. 
Telia Mobile Touch receives its data from a central database. This system is administrated by Telia and 
it also operates as source for the cash register computer system. 
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5.2 Store concept developer interviews 
An unstructured joint interview with Anna Bladström, concept manager, and Robert Runfors, project 
manager, at Telia’s store development department was preformed 2009-09-14. It aimed at answering 
the following questions: 
 

• At which target group is the application aiming? 
• In what way is the application expected to contribute to the sales process? 
• What role should the salespeople take when dealing with the application? 
• What is the goal of having interactive screens in the store?  
• What are the advantages? 
• What are the disadvantages? 

 
The outcome of the interview is summarized below. 
 
The purpose of the customer terminals is that the customers should have already started the purchase 
process when meeting with a salesperson. The terminals should not be mixed up with the web shop. It 
should not be possible to purchase anything through the terminals since the stores are meant to offer 
contact with salespeople. The terminals should be engaging, and inspire people to purchase.  
 
The salespeople use the terminals as sources of information. They are primary a tool for answering 
price questions. Because of the complex pricing, the application is the fastest way to find a price. The 
terminal is also good for answering other specific questions about products. 
 
Telia has no specific target group set for the touch screen application. However, two target groups are 
defined for Telia’s concept store. The first one is the Brand Advice Seeker, a person who wants to get 
everything served without having to understand it.  The second one is the Tech Wannabe, who has an 
understanding for technology and wants the newest and the best.  The terminals should not make 
anyone feel unwelcome, but should make some people feel especially welcome. 
 
A problem observed is that customers tend to be product focused, while Telia aims at selling services. 
Telia wants the purchase to be more service focused. In order to do this, according to Anna Bladström, 
the application has to be completely revised, where a needs assessment give answer to what kind of 
person the customer is, and what services the person needs.   
 
During the interview Anna Bladström and Robert Runfors shed light on some questions concerning 
the application of touch screen system: 
 

• How can we engage people that have already got an answer to their question? 
• How do we entice people to interact?  
• When introducing the terminals, the aim was more concentrated on having touch screens 

than what content to communicate. What information should there be and how should it 
be structured?  
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• How do we make the terminals more than an information board? What is the 
interaction? 

• The best sales tools are and will remain the products themselves, and the screens have not 
yet substituted the printed information. Are people willing to go to a touch screen 
terminal just to get a simple price?  

• What happens if the system does not function correctly? 
• What makes terminals legitimate, when we have salespeople in the store and a web shop 

online? 
• How can the terminals push for additional sales? 

5.3 Analysis 
From the interview it seems like Telia has at least three major purposes for the installation if touch 
screen terminals: provide information, activate and inspire people to purchase. These motives are 
rooted in business goals, and can be seen as high-level use qualities. In many cases, information may be 
a stronger weapon in selling complex products than advertising 
 

PROVIDE INFORMATION. In section 2.5.2, Lundström (2008) argues that there is a need for 
knowledge in any shop that sells complex products. It is especially valuable when the 
information is constantly updated. Moreover Lundström argues that the kiosks can 
educate both customers and staff. At Telia the only problem is not that the information is 
constantly updated, but that the pricing is complex. According to Bladström and Runfors 
the touch screen application is the fastest way to obtain a price. Both customers and 
salespeople need to be able to get answers to specific questions concerning the products. 
 
ACTIVATE WAITING CUSTOMERS. Telia wants the customers to be able to start their 
purchase process on their own. This is due to the heavy load on the salespeople. In section 
2.5.3, Godin, Forsberg and Asp argue that it is important that the users do not feel that 
they are using the application to reduce the load on the staff. It must be fun and easy to 
use the kiosk. However, it is important, according to Telia, that the terminal does not 
replace the salesperson.  
 
INSPIRE PEOPLE TO PURCHASE. While people tend to be focused on products, Telia aims at 
selling services. Moreover Telia wants to push for additional sales. They would like the 
kiosk to support this. Different kiosk types are introduced in section 2.5.1. More than an 
information kiosk, the Telia terminal is desired to be an advertisement kiosk or an 
explorational kiosk. When it comes to inspiration and exploration, the user has not got a 
clear goal. That makes the interaction more difficult to design and promote. According to 
Lundström (2008) kiosks are good for adopting a message. Depending on the choices 
made by the user, convenient advertisement can be shown. This could be a solution to the 
inspiration need, expresses by Bladström & Runfors. On the other hand, Anna Bladström 
points out that in order to let the application deal with for example needs assessment; a 
whole new structure is needed.  
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6 Contextual inquiry  
The contextual inquiry took place in three Telia stores. These stores vary in size, clientele and amount 
of digital signage. For practical reasons all three of the chosen stores are located in Stockholm: 
Haninge, Mörby Centrum and Kungsgatan. The observation was preformed daytime on weekdays. 
One day was spent in each store.  

6.1 Questionnaire 
A questionnaire was handed out to customers in three different stores. The questionnaire can be found 
in appendix 1. In total, 38 people answered to the questionnaire. The data revealed that the majority of 
the customers where middle-aged and senior men. The customers where asked if they where likely to 
ask for help in stores, or if they preferred to search for products and information on their own. Few of 
the customers are independent of salespeople (figure 6.2). Moreover, the customers where asked about 
which qualities they wanted from a cell phone. The features where grouped according to the probable 
underlying needs. What needs the customers have when looking for a cell phone is shown in figure 6.3. 
Finally the customers where asked about their opinion about touch screen terminals providing service 
in stores. Most people think that this is good or have no opinion (figure 6.4) 
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Figure 6.1. Cusomers’ age and gender 
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Figure 6.2. How dependent the customers are of help from salespeople 
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Figure 6.3. Customers needs regarding a cell phone 
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Figure 6.4. Customers opinion about touch screen terminals in stores 
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6.2 Interviews with salespeople 
Interviews with salespeople were preformed in the three different stores. In total about 12 salespersons 
where interviewed. Sometimes the interviews where conducted in the store, while the salesperson was 
not occupied with a customer. The salesperson could then explain things by pointing in the 
application. Some interviews were preformed in a staff-room. Moreover the salespeople where 
sometimes interviewed in group, and sometimes individually, all depending on what is most 
convenient in the situation. The salespeople where also asked spontaneous questions during the 
observations. A common question was: “Why did you do that?” 
  
 The interviews where semi structured, but aimed at answering the following questions: 

THE SALESPERSON AS AN OBSERVER 

• What goals do the customers have for visiting the store?  
• What actions do they perform during the visit in the store? 
• What general customer groups are there? 
• Is there a specific group of customers that uses the application? 
• How do they use the application? 
• How does the application contribute to the sales process? 

THE SALESPERSON AS A USER 

• What tasks does a salesperson perform at work? 
• What do salespeople find interesting with their work and what is less interesting? 
• What professional background do they have, and what plans do they have for the 
future?   
• Do they have any obstructions at work? 
• For what tasks do the salespeople use the touch screen terminals and why? 
• How frequently do they use them? 
• For which tasks can the touch screen terminals not help? 
• Are there any difficulties in the use? 
• What are the advantages with having touch screen terminals? 
• What are the salespeople’s attitude towards technology? 

 
The interviews revealed that the salespeople have varied opinions about the terminals. Some of them 
feel like they depend on the application, while a few prefer not to use it. A salesperson has to handle 
about eight to ten different computer systems. Typically, a salesperson takes the customer to a touch 
screen terminal at the very end of decision process, after the need assessments has been preformed. 
Hence, the salesperson and the customer have already agreed on a cell phone model when walking up 
to the terminal. Almost all salespeople perceive the system as slow, and believe that this is a major 
problem.  
 
Several of the interviewed salespeople think that the application gives an honest impression to the 
customer. The application shows the subscription parameters that determine the price and 
demonstrates that it is possible to affect the price by configuring the parameters. Many of the 
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salespeople perceive that searching in the cash desk computer is more time consuming than using the 
touch screen application. They use the application to search out product specifications and 
subscription prices.  Whether the salespeople who appreciate the application utilize it or not depend 
very much on the situation. For example, one of the salespeople explains that he does not utilize the 
application when dealing with seniors. Another salesperson says that it depends on whether he is 
standing close to a touch screen terminal or not. 
 
When the subscription configuration is done at the cash desk, the customer is not presented with any 
alternatives. Some salespeople find this faster and better, and argue that customers have a hard time, 
making their own decisions. The salesperson is closer to finalizing the sale when standing by the cash 
desk. According to another salesperson, some customers want to believe that the solution is 
customized for them specifically, which they will not believe if it is configured with help from the 
touch screen terminal. In addition, most salespeople think of the system as badly updated and slow. 
The information is updated every night. 
 
Most often, salespeople and customers use the application in cooperation. According to one of the 
salespeople, the customers who utilize the touch screen terminals are the ones who are interested in 
technology. Another salesperson says that it is people who are curious.  
 
Many of the visitors are in the store to get help with their problems concerning telephony. This 
problem solving is the least stimulating job task according to the salespeople.  
 
The interviews with the salespeople generated lots of desired qualities and features, which are listed 
below: 

PRINT FEATURE. A possibility for the customer to print a “fetch-list” containing the chosen 
phone, accessories and subscription configurations. The customer could then bring the 
printed piece of paper to a salesperson, and they could go through it together by the cash 
desk. 
 
SERIAL NUMBER. It would be helpful for the salesperson if the screens showed the serial 
number for the products, especially for the accessories. It implies extra work going to the 
cash desk computer to fetch this data, when the customer wants to buy an accessory that 
he or she has found on the screen. 
 
THE INTERFACE SHOULD SPEAK FOR ITSELF. The interface is not clear enough for customers 
using the touch screen terminals independently. It should give more explanations.  
 
STOCK BALANCE. A salesperson does not want to push for products that the store does not 
have in stock. Hence, in those cases the salesperson is unsure whether the phone is 
available they want to check stock balance before going to far in the sales process.   
 
PRESENT PRODUCTS IN RELEVANT ORDER. It is confusing and irritating that the different 
colors of the same model are scattered in the result list. All phones that are of the same 
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model should be presented together. Maybe the order in which the phones are listed 
could be based on price. 
 
SUPPORT STEP BACK. It is frustrating that there is no way to step back when you have 
looked at a phone. The only way you can get back to the products in the category is by 
starting over from the beginning.  
 
ENGAGING START SCREEN. The start screen might be considered boring by onlookers. It 
could have a clearer message. 
 
UPDATED CONTENT. As it is now, not all subscriptions and campaigns are available in the 
screens. This makes the computers a more reliable source of information.  
 
REDUCED RESPONSE TIME. One of the most central problems is that the screens respond to 
slowly. This is embarrassing and frustrating according to the salespeople. Customers give 
comments as: “Do you have slow Internet connection here?” Salespeople come up with 
ways of hiding the late response – such as talking a lot about each choice they make. 
 
SUPPORT ADDITIONAL SALES. One of the most important missions for the salespeople is 
additional sales of services. The touch screen application should support this. It would 
also be good if you could add accessories to your chosen phone explicitly.  
 
LARGE INTERACTIVE SCREENS. It would be interesting to be able to drag and drop 
accessories, subscriptions and extra services to a phone, using a large tabletop touch 
screen.  

6.3 Observations 
When customers where watched while using the system, several usability problems where observed. In 
order to catch the essence of the problem it is necessary to know the story behind it - how the trouble 
arouse.  Therefore, five use scenarios, describing real problems that occurred in the store, are described 
below. They are not to confuse with the created scenarios that are a part of the user analysis in section 
7.3.  
 

OBSERVATION 1. A woman in the thirties wants to buy a phone and a subscription. Since 
her bills are very costly she needs a subscription that has a set price. She and the salesman 
agree on a phone model, and the salesman goes to a touch screen terminal. Finding the 
model is easily done, but at the “subscription chooser” the salesman realizes that the set 
subscriptions are not in the touch screen applications. He heads towards the cash desk. 
 
OBSERVATION 2. A man is trying out the “Chose by requirements”-feature. As he tries to 
mark the alternatives he is interested in he touches the screen with his finger in an angle. 
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This makes him repeatedly press the information symbols instead of the check boxes. He 
doesn’t realize what he is doing wrong. 
 
OBSERVATION 3. A middle-aged woman is looking for a new mobile phone and has 
brought her woman-friend to the store. The two women and a salesperson have gathered 
around a touch screen terminal and chosen a certain model. The customer seems 
interested in finding out the price. The salesperson shows the “Subscription chooser” and 
explains how the payment alternatives are interlinked. The customer asks: “But how 
much is that compared to the price without subscription”. The salesperson presses the 
back-button and reads the price. The customer wants to compare to the price with 
subscription again, but with a small change. The salesperson does the choices in the 
“Subscription chooser” over again. Since the system is a bit slow, it takes a little while.  
 
OBSERVATION 4. A woman touches the screen and chooses a brand. She tries to tap at one 
of the phones that are displayed. Nothing happens. She tries another one, and still 
nothing happens. When she pushes a third phone, she gets information about it.  
 
OBSERVATION 5. A customer selects the top list. She chooses a phone and a popup window 
appears. Since the screen tends to not respond on her input she holds a finger down for a 
while, when pressing the cross symbol to close the popup window. The window now 
closes and now she is unintentionally pushing a button behind the cross. Now she is 
viewing a phone model and she doesn’t understand how she got there. She wants to 
return, so she presses the button “To the product page”. She probably believes that this 
will take her to the collection of products, but it takes her to a new page describing the 
specific phone. She presses the button “Start over” and in the menu she selects “Chose by 
brand”. What she does not realize is that her input did not reach the system. So she starts 
looking for the phone she is interested in, turning the pages. She does not know that in 
this state all phone models are displayed. When she has reached the fourth page an still 
has not found anything she is interested in (she is looking for a particular Nokia phone) 
she pushes a random phone. She reads out loud: Chose a subscription. I don’t want a 
subscription”. Then she leaves. 

6.4 Analysis 
From observations and salespeople interviews it is clear that the most severe usability problem is due 
to technical reasons. The touch screen application is slow to give response. Hence, many salespeople 
prefer not to use the terminals, and customers become confused when trying them out. What is 
interesting here is that the users seem to believe that their input is not recorded. They continue tapping 
the screen repetitively. However, it seems like there is nothing wrong with the sensors recording the 
tap. It is just the processor behind the screen that works slowly. The repetitive tapping can cause 
mistaken navigation; see for example observation 5 in previous section. Feedback informing that the 
input is recorded would not make the computers work faster, but would probably reduce the 
frustration and confusion among the users. The lack of instant feedback was also observed in the 
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analytical evaluation and the need for immediate response is discussed in 4.6. Problems that occurred 
in observation 5 could probably also be dealt with by offering a possibility to understand the current 
location in the navigation space discussed in 4.6. One of the salespeople thought that the interface 
should be self-explanatory. Many of the concepts in the interface are complicated, and not explained. 
The reason for this, according to the concept developers, is that the customers should not get all 
answers. They should have a reason for contacting a salesperson.  
 
Salespeople would prefer a more engaging start screen that entices people to interact. Moreover they 
would like the application to support additional sales. This is related to the concept developers’ need 
for inspiring people to purchase, discussed in section 5.3.  The desire of letting the application support 
going back, mentioned in 6.2 is an expression for the need of reversible navigation, which is discussed 
in 4.6.  Some salespeople express that they depend on the application, when it comes to information 
retrieval. One salesman points out that he would prefer if the phones were structured in a more 
relevant order. This is an expression for the need of straightforward information retrieval. The need 
for providing information, from the concept developer’s point of view, is discussed in 5.3. From the 
salespeople’s point of view, a straightforward information search is useful since it saves time. Many of 
the salespeople perceive that it takes less time to find information in the touch screen terminal, than in 
catalogues or other computer systems. The underlying goal is a quick sales process, discussed in close 
to finish below. Of course it is important that the information is valid and valuable; this is discussed in 
valuable and updated content.  
 
To sum up, the following desired qualities where observed in the contextual inquiry: 
 

VALUABLE AND UPDATED CONTENT.  One of the most critical problems according to the 
salespeople is that the information in the screens is not updated. An example of this can 
be found in observation 1 in previous section. Unfortunately this is an administrational 
problem that can probably not be solved within the field of interaction design. Moreover 
the salespeople express a need for information about stock balance and serial numbers. It 
is important that the system provides the information that the users need, and that this 
information is trustable.   
 

ACCURATE BUTTON SIZE. The problem described in observation 2 (a man pressing the 
element next to the check box he intended to select), is a typical expression for the need 
for clickable elements to be big enough and have suitable distance. Accurate size and 
distance of  touch screen buttons is proposed by Jacko & Sears (2003) and described in 
section 2.3.2. 
 
HONEST IMPRESSION. The salespeople believe that it is good that the application shows 
what the price is based on, and that the customer can affect the price by configuring 
subscription parameters. It seems to be important for salespeople to give an honest 
impression to the customer. The touch screen terminals can help them with that.  
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CLOSE TO FINISH. The salespeople’s salaries are based on commission. That is probably 
why they appreciate quick sales processes. Salespeople who prefer to take the customer to 
the cash desk argue that they are closer to finish standing by the cash desk, than if they 
had been using a touch screen terminal out on the floor. In general, salespeople want to 
offer as few alternatives as possible, to the customers. They perceive that customers 
become confused when they are presented with too many alternatives, and that the 
decision making takes long time. This is problematic, since the touch screen application 
displays all alternatives that there are. How could the terminals be good for information 
retrieval if only a few products where represented?   
 
COMPARISON. The need for an opportunity to relate different data to each other is 
expressed in observation 3 in previous section. It is troublesome when this data is to find 
at totally different locations in the interface. It seems desirable to fetch related data, which 
is discussed in section 4.6 
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7 User analysis 
The data gathered through the user study, describing users, their needs and tasks, is unstructured. 
Personas, scenarios, and task-analysis are used to process and structure the data from the interviews, 
questionnaires and observations. 

7.1 Personas 
The data from the questionnaire is represented as a set of individuals, having a numerous descriptors 
each, one for each question in the questionnaire. By performing principal component analysis (PCA) 
in Matlab, this data is projected onto a 2d surface, which is visualized in fig 7.1. Each point represents 
an individual. The outlying individuals are considered the most interesting. If their needs can be 
fulfilled, also the people in the middle will be supported. The outlying individuals are gathered into 
four clusters. These groups are considered to be persona skeletons. A fifth persona is based on 
salespeople.  
 
Except from the questionnaire the personas are based on data from the interview with salespeople, and 
from observations. To some extent, the personas are also based on knowledge from a previous study 
preformed on the touch screen applications in Telia stores (Olsson et al. 2007). During the contextual 
inquiry, some of the customers expressed their opinion verbally. Most of the quotes in the persona 
descriptions are based on these opinions.   
 
When the multiple variables are projected onto a 2d surface, there is no way of knowing the meaning 
of the axes but simply comparing the individuals that lie close to each other, to see what they have in 
common. Individuals on the right are older than those to the left, and individuals at the bottom seem 
to be more dependent of and in the store than those at the top.  
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Figure 7.1. PCA and customer groups 

 
Based on the characteristics of the individuals, it was found that also diagonal axes made sense. 
Individuals at top right in the diagonal coordinate system, encircled with blue in figure 7.1, seem to be 
interested in technology in general, but have little interest in touch screens. They are middle age, and 
do not visit the store often. Their cell phone requirements are related to business. Therefore this user 
group is called the high-tech business customer. These are often men. Probably, this group does not 
utilize the terminals because of lack of time. A persona based on this user group is presented in 
appendix 2. 
 
The customer group to the right, encircled with red in figure 7.1, contains old people that and have 
little interest in technology in general, but also little interest in touch screen terminals. This group is 
called technology laggard seniors. It is observed that many of the customers in the stores are elder. They 
are seldom there for buying a phone. Most often, they come to get help with solving a technical 
problem. The group contains both men and women. A persona based on this user group is presented 
in appendix 3. None of the two user groups mentioned (the high-tech business customer and the 
technology laggard senior) tend to use the touch screen terminals. Nevertheless, personas are created 
for these groups. In spite of their low interest they are potential users.  
 
The group to the left, encircled with orange in figure 7.1, appreciate technology in general, and they 
utalize the touch screen terminals. They visit the store fairly often. When they buy a cell phone, they 
seem to have requirements concerning entertainment and advanced technology. They are most often 
male. This is probably the group that is referred to as “Tech Wannabe” by the concept developers. (See 
section 5.2). Here, this group is called high-tech entertainment seekers. A persona based on this user 
group is presented in appendix 4. 
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The final customer group, encircled with purple in figure 7.1, contains people that visit the store often, 
and have a positive attitude towards the touch screens. They are middle-aged, both men and women, 
and are fairy uninterested in technology. This group is probably similar to the target group “Brand 
advice seekers” and it is called the regular. A persona based on this user group is presented in appendix 
5. 
 
The fifth persona is a salesperson and is derived only from the salesperson interviews. There tends to 
be two different salespeople archetypes. The first is a middle-aged woman. She wants the customer to 
understand and make well-reasoned decisions. Therefore she thinks that the touch screen application 
is a valuable tool for showing the customer what choices there are. The second typical salesperson is a 
young man, who has more focus on sales and salary. He wants the customer to make quick decisions. 
He uses the touch screen application when he feels that it is appropriate. The salesperson persona is 
based on the last mentioned group of salespeople, and can be found in Appendix 6. 

7.2 Task analysis 
Two ways of representing the task analysis have been considered: Procedural and hierarchical task 
analysis. Since the observed processes are rather sequential, the procedural task analysis a suitable 
method. The task analysis is based on data from the observation and the interviews with salespeople. 
The completed task analysis has also been validated with salespeople. The task analysis describes a 
typical purchase process, and contains task that include the application, but also other tasks. It is 
important to be aware that it describes one of various processes that may occur in the store. Customers 
who want help with problem solving are for example at least as common as customers who want to 
buy a cell phone. 
  
The typical purchase process is described in a flow chart in appendix 7. Often, the customer has 
already had a look at the phones when meeting with a salesperson. If the customer already knows what 
model he/she wants, they can go directly to a touch screen terminal and search for the price. There are 
many parameters that together determine the price. Therefore a simple price tag is not enough. 
Looking for the price in the touch screen terminal is necessary due to the complex pricing. If the 
customer does not know what model he/she wants, the salesperson performs a needs assessments. This 
commonly results in one suitable model. The salesman shows the physical artifact to the customer. If 
the customer likes the phone they walk up to a touch screen terminal. 
 
Here starts the actual interaction. The user, commonly the salesperson, picks a brand, and steps in the 
sequence of pages displaying phones of that brand. The user clicks on the phone of interest. Typically 
the customer wants to buy the phone with a subscription. The salesperson steps forward to the 
subscription chooser. Here it is possible to configure subscription parameters, such as monthly fee and 
fixation, and obtain the resulting price. If the customer does not understand the meaning of the 
different subscription types, the salesperson may switch to the subscription tab where they are 
described. When the customer is happy with the configuration the interaction terminates. The 
purchase process is completed by the cash desk. 
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There are pitfalls, where the salesperson needs to go to the cash desk computers, due to lack of 
information in the touch screen interface. For example, the salesperson typically wants to be sure that 
the cell phone model is in stock. Moreover, it might be necessary to check if the customer is currently 
fixed to a subscription, and determine the type of this subscription. 

7.3 Scenarios 
The scenarios are something in-between goal-based and elaborated, which means that they include the 
actors, their goals and some of the background, but do not the actions preformed to complete the task. 
Each scenario contains an actor, his or her goal and a description of the background and the 
surrounding conditions. The scenarios are made up, but they are supported by what has been observed 
in the stores. 
 

SCENARIO 1: EXPLORE. Tommy has thought of buying a new cell phone. The reason is not that his 
current phone does not function. Tommy wants the latest features. That is why he among other 
models has considered an Iphone. By chance he passes the store, and since he has some spare 
time he decides to enter, just to have a look. Since Tommy has not planned to buy anything he 
does not want to talk to a salesperson. He discovers the touch screen terminals, and becomes 
curious. Of course, he wants to try them out. He is not searching for anything in particular, but 
feels interested in discovering what cell phone models there are to choose from. He is also 
interested in having a joyful experience. 
 
SCENARIO 2: PREPARE FOR MEETING WITH A SALESMAN.  Sven and Marie have entered the store, 
with the aim to buy a cell phone for Sven. They have taken a queue ticket in order to get help 
from a salesman. The queue is long so Sven and Marie walk up to the cell phone shelf. There are 
various models to choose from and Sven is not sure what he wants. Marie discovers the touch 
screen terminal and shows it to Sven. Sven sees his chance to prepare for the talk with the 
salesman. He wants to find out what type of phone he is interested in 
 
SCENARIO 3. FINDING PRODUCTS THAT HAVE A SPECIFIC FEATURE. Jenny likes to take pictures with 
her cell phone. As her current phone is broken, she is looking for a new one. Now she wants an 
even better camera; it is important that it has at least five megapixels. She has entered the store 
and walked up to a touch screen terminal, with the aim to find out which models have this 
specific feature. 

SCENARIO 4: INFORMATION FOR DECISION-MAKING. Per is out looking for a cell phone. His 
current phone is out of date and functions poorly. He wants to bind himself for a 
subscription to get a good price on the new phone that he buys. Now he has got help from 
Jonas, who is a salesperson. Jonas has assessed Per’s needs and proposed a suitable model. 
Per and Jonas have walked up to the cell phone shelf to have a look on that specific phone. 
Per likes it, and asks Jonas for the price. Jonas shows Per the touch screen terminal. At this 
point, since the store is crowded and there are many customers waiting for help, Jonas 
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wants a quick sales process. He wants Per to make up his mind and buy the model he has 
proposed. Per on the other hand, wants to make sure that he get the best price, and that the 
salesperson does not fool him.  He also wants to make sure that the proposed model is the 
best for him. 

SCENARIO 5: FINDING SPECIFIC INFORMATION. Lena is a salesperson. She is currently 
employed with helping a customer who is looking for a cell phone. The customer points at 
one of the phones and asks if it supports Java. This, Lena does not know. She turns to a 
touch screen terminal nearby. She wants to get a quick answer to the question about the 
specific phone model.  

7.4 Analysis 
The user analysis has established domain specific tasks and needs. It seems like the sales process can 
described in the following four steps: the customers’ preparation, needs assessment, decision-making 
and finish.  
 

CUSTOMER’S PREPARATION. Scenarios 1, 2, 3 in previous sections, deal with customers 
preparing for a purchase. Tommy in scenario 1 has no specific goal, but wants to become 
inspired. Jenny, in scenario 3, has a specific question. Sven in scenario 2 has a goal 
somewhere in-between Tommy’s and Jenny’s. Hence, when customers use the touch 
screen terminals independently, it seems like it should be possible both to explore, and to 
retrieve specific information. The task of preparing the customers seems to be based on 
two needs; Customers want to form an opinion for what they want, and the store wants to 
activate customers, so that they stay even though the salespeople are occupied.  
 
NEEDS ASSESSMENT. At Telia, it is the salespeople, and not the kiosks that deal with needs 
assessment. Salespeople typically ask the customer what they want to be able to with their 
phone. They try to understand the customer’s knowledgebase and adopt their language to 
it.  
 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL. Information is required in order to make decisions. Deciding 
upon a phone might be dependent on product specifications. Deciding upon a 
subscription is  dependent on the price. In this domain, both the product specifications 
and the pricing are complex. It is clear that a source of information dealing with this kind 
of data is essential. Just like Jonas, in scenario 4 and Lena in scenario 5 salespeople prefer 
that the information retrieval is straightforward. In that way, they obtain a quick sales 
process. The need for information is also discussed in 5.3. 
 
FINISH. At Telia, like in most other stores, the sale is finished at the cash desk. The 
salesperson enters information about the customers’ chosen subscription into the 
computer system and the transaction is preformed. According to Anna Bladström, in 
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section 5.2, it is important that the terminals do not handle the actual purchase, like an 
online store or transactional kiosk. Customers go to the store to meet with salespeople.  

 
It is clear that not all customers make use of the kiosks. One natural explanation is that many people 
are not in the store to buy a cell phone, but to get help with something else, such as repairs, fixed 
telephony etc. Two of the personas described in 7.1, the senior technology laggard, and the business 
customer, do not utilize Telia’s touch screen terminals. The business customer has not got time, and 
the senior technology laggard does not understand how to use it. These people are considered potential 
users since they flourish in the environment of interest, and have goals that could be met by the touch 
screen application. However, it is problematic that the group of users and potential users is 
heterogeneous. It is definitely challenging to design an interface that meets the high-tech entertainment 
seeker’s needs for cool experiences and the senior technology laggard’s need for extreme simplicity. In 
section 5.2, Anna Bladström declares that the aim with the terminals is not to please each and every 
customer. The terminals should make some customers feel especially welcome. Therefore, the 
technology laggard and the business customer can be kept in mind, but do not need to be designed for 
explicitly. 
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8 Design patterns 
The analytical evaluation, stakeholder interview, contextual inquiry and user analysis revealed usability 
problems and domain specific needs. From the results, underlying use qualities were discovered. The 
qualities and needs can be used as forces in design patterns. In a design pattern there has to be some 
kind of conflict between forces; a conflict that is solved by the solution suggested in the patter. The use 
qualities often conflict with practical and technical aspects attached to touch screens. 
 
Problems, forces and solutions where written down post-its and structured into groups dealing with 
the same issue. This is shown in figure 8.1. It was clear that many of the observed problems were 
covered by existing patterns, but a few new patterns evolved. Each pattern consists of at least one 
observed force. van Welies categorisation of pattern described in section 2.2.3 (posture patterns, 
experience patterns, task patterns, and action patterns) was used to order existing and new patterns 
into a pattern catalogue. It was recognized that needs specific to the retail sales domain could be dealt 
with within experience level patterns. The task level was covered by a great variety of relevant existing 
patterns. Touch screen related problems could be dealt with in action-level patterns. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 8.1. Post-its where used in order to structure the data 
 

8.1 Conflicting forces and proposed patterns 
This section describes problems and forces, and suggests suitable patterns. The proposed pattern 
catalogue for in-store touch screen terminals consists of the patterns mentioned below. An overview of 
the pattern catalogue is shown in appendix 8. 
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The high-level, domain specific forces are needs specific to store that offers shopping or special goods. 
Different needs within the sales process (customer’s preparation, needs assessment, decision-making 
and finish) stand in conflict. How can the different activities be supported? Since there are no available 
patterns dealing with customer terminals in stores, a new pattern has been created. It is a pattern on 
the experience level, called INFORMATION AND EXPLORATION (P1). 
 
A fundamental distinction between public terminal and desktop computer interaction is that the 
terminals ask for a much more straight –forward interaction. The focus level is low and most users are 
first time users. Moreover, touch screens do lack many of the interaction possibilities that we are used 
to, such as hovering, right-click, text-input etc. Many of the observed usability problems deal with 
disorientation. “I don’t know where I am, and I don’t know how to get back to where I was before”. It 
can be dealt with in two ways.  
 
First of all, the interface needs to support that the user navigates somewhere, and then wants to step 
back. The need for reversible navigation is described in 4.6. It is dealt with in the existing pattern SAFE 

EXPLORATION (Tidwell, 2006). The pattern can be classified as an experience pattern, and says that it 
should be possible to experiment without costing anything. It could be implemented by the use of 
lower level patterns, for example a HOME LINK (van Welie). Just like in a web browser it must be 
possible to step back to previous page. If the hierarchy tree is flat it could be sufficient with an always 
visible MAIN MENU (van Welie). In other cases, there must be a back button, which takes the user back 
to the previous step. This recommendation could possibly, but has not been formulated into a new 
pattern. A design of a back button is shown in figure 8.2. Another way of offering straightforward 
navigation is to implement STEPPING (van Welie). The user can then navigate forwards and backwards 
in a sequence of pages. It is suitable when a task contains several steps, for example when a product 
needs to be configured. MAIN MENU and STEPPING are task level patterns. 
 

 
 

Figure 8.2. Back button in the Yamaha application 
 
A second way to deal with the disorientation problem is to provide clear feedback on the current 
position. The need for an understanding for the current position in navigation space is discussed in 4.6. 
It could be implemented by the use of COLOR CODED SECTIONS (van Welie) or BREADCRUMBS (van 
Welie)(Tidwell, 2006), showing the hierarchical path from the top level to the current page. Moreover, 
it is important to have clear headlines, and good formulations. If a MAIN MENU (van Welie) is used, 
this could be equipped with toggle-buttons. If so, a clear visual distinction of a checked button helps 
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prevent the discussed problem. The visual distinction is covered by the created pattern, PUSH BUTTON 

METAPHOR (P3).   
 

 “How can we entice people to interact?” is a question expressed by Anna Bladström in section 5.2. 
From the observations it is apparent that far from all customers utilize the terminals. One of the 
conflicting forces within this problem is bad affordance. A touch screen looks just like any other 
screen. How does the screen tell the passers-by that it is interactive?  There is no external input device, 
giving such clues. There is no existing pattern dealing with this, and no new pattern has been created. 
A general solution seems to be to tilt the screen or put it into a physical kiosk.  The interaction 
possibility could moreover be spoken by the use of PUSH BUTTON METAPHOR (P3). 
 
Another discovered force is the low motivation connected with exploration. The problem of how to 
entice people to interact with an explorational kiosk is discussed in a pattern for interactive exhibits: 
ATTRACTION SPACE (Borchers, 2001). Since this pattern does not deal with any specific user tasks it can 
probably be classified as an experience pattern. Borchers suggests an idle screen that is interesting but 
not obtrusive. The low motivation can be dealt with by the use of CLEAR ENTRY POINTS (Tidwell, 2006). 
This pattern suggests a few task oriented and descriptive entry points. A proposed design of this 
pattern within a customer terminal is shown in figure 8.3. Moreover, even if the underlying system is 
complex, it is important that the visual impression is simple. This is captured in SIMPLE IMPRESSION 
(Borchers, 2001). It can be implemented by using INVISIBLE HARDWARE (Borchers, 2001). It is found 
that the Telia application interface is not always self-explanatory. In order to keep the impression 
simple, but still provide necessary information it is possible to use INCREMENTAL REVEALING 
(Borchers, 2001) or DETAILS ON DEMAND (van Welie) 
 

 
 

Figure 8.3. Suggested implementation of CLEAR ENTRY POINTS 
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In order entice people to interact within interactive exhibits, Borchers (2001) suggests DOMAIN 

APPROPRIATE DEVICES and INNOVATIVE APPEARANCE. In the music exhibit described in the patterns, 
the users give input to the system through digital drumsticks. These two patterns have actually been 
implemented in Telia’s concept store. This is a specific store, experimenting with new interactive 
solutions, that is not included in this study. In this specific store there are large interactive tables, and 
the screens respond when a customer grabs a cell phone.  
 
The scenarios in section 7.3 catch the variety of tasks that may be desired to perform. Basically, the 
terminal should support both exploration and quick information retrieval. For this, a new task pattern 
is suggested: MULTIPLE PATHS (P2). If a tree structure is implemented, with products divided into 
different categories, DOUBLE TAB NAVIGATION (van Welie), shown in figure 8.4, is suggested. Another 
possibility is TWO-PANEL SELECTOR (Tidwell, 2006), where categories are listed in one panel, and 
products are shown in another. The tabs or buttons should be placed at the bottom of the screen, to 
avoid screen coverage. The alternative navigation, supporting a more explorational product retrieval, 
could be a HOT LIST (van Welie). It could for example display the store’s top recommended products. It 
might also be interesting to screen products according to their features. A customer may want a cell 
phone with a specific quality, such as a high-resolution camera or GPS.  Since soft-keyboards are not 
straightforward on touch screen terminals, it is problematic to perform a typical search-task. The Telia 
application has a “choose by needs” feature. It consists of a page with features that can be selected by 
checking check boxes. When the user clicks on the search button, the resulting set of phones is shown 
on a new page. The feature is not very usable since the criteria to choose from are not the most relevant 
and the search result becomes far too wide. At www.fintattpeka.se, shown in figure 8.5, the search 
criteria are displayed on a panel beside the search result. When the user clicks on the check buttons, it 
is possible to se how the search result is reduced in real time.  This feature is covered by the pattern 
FACETED NAVIGATION (van Welie).  
 

 
Figure 8.4. DOUBLE TAB NAVIGATION by Apple. 
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Figure 8.5. FACETED NAVIGATION at www.fintattpeka.se 
 
 
When it comes to showing products within a specific category, the problem is that only a few items can 
be shown at a time. There are two reasons for this; the customer becomes confused if encountered with 
to many alternatives, and the imprecise input on a touch screen makes it hard to select an item if it is 
not big enough. These forces conflict with the practical aspect that there are often numerous items 
within each category. The solution that is implemented in most of Instoremedia’s applications is 
PAGING (van Welie) or ITEM PAGINATION (Yahoo!). It is also possible to present all items on one page 
and offer the opportunity to scroll. However, according to the analytical evaluation, scrolling is often 
troublesome on touch screen terminals. Saffer (2008) suggest SLIDE TO SCROLL. Another possibility is 
to design the scroll as in SF’s Biomat, shown in figure 8.6. What is special about it is that there is no 
bar, only buttons. Hence there are no complications with dragging. As shown in the figure, the top 
button is not enabled when the top of the page is reached. The down button works similarly.  
Moreover we can se the top part of the hidden items. Hence we know that there is more content to 
find. Another solution to the problem of showing many items is a CARROUSEL (van Welie). A carrousel 
shows only a few of the items at a time; the rest are reached by going left or right. A carrousel is not 
suitable if there are loads of items to choose from. On a touch screen the pattern SLIDE TO SCROLL 
(Saffer, 2008) could be suitable within a carrousel. 
 

 

 
Figure 8.6. Scrollbar in SF’s Biomat. 

 
A need for comparing products has been discovered. It might be legitimate to provide the customer 
with PRODUCT COMPARISON (van Welie). An interesting way of comparing data that is related, but 
displayed in different sections within the interface, has been observed in the study. If TABS (van Welie) 
are implemented, the user can easily switch between sections to fetch the information that is needed. It 
is important thought, if the tabs have sub navigation, that they are equipped with “memory” and do 
not switch back to their default state. 
 
Telia wants to support additional sales of services and accessories. It might also be interesting for the 
customer to view items that are related to the item they are planning to buy. No existing pattern is 
found, and no pattern has been created, that deals with this. However, it is probably good, both for the 
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store and for the customer, that the systems suggest products that are related to the selected product. 
An implementation of this is shown in figure 8.7. 
 

 
 

Figure 8.7. Products that related to the chosen product are shown in HM’s online store. 
 
It is now time to deal with forces at a low level, specific to the literal interaction with touch screens. It 
is observed that the computer systems may be slow. That stands in conflict with the lack of tactile 
feedback from a touch screen. It is not clear to the user whether the input has been recorded or not. As 
described in 4.6 this can lead to confusion and mistaken navigation. Proper solutions are described in 
PROGRESS INDICATOR (Tidwell, 2006) and PUSH BUTTON METAPHOR (P3). 
 
On a desktop computer, the cursor changes visual state when hovering over a clickable element or 
area. A touch screen does not have that possibility. In order to not confuse the user, it has to be very 
clear witch elements are buttons and which are not. This is handled in PUSH BUTTON METAPHOR (P3).  
 
A finger is much bigger than the cursor. It is tricky to give precise input to a touch screen. Forlines et 
al. (2007) have proved that the error rate increases the longer the distance is between the user and the 
target. It is observed that this can result in confusion and disorientation. It stands in conflict with the 
graphical designers needs for creating a nice looking interface, and the developers need for making 
room for the content. A proper button size is provided in 2.3.3. If the user needs to select an item, for 
example a product, an ENLARGED CLICK AREA (van Welie) is recommended. A design of such is shown 
in figure 8.8. Saffer (2008) describes the most fundamental forms of giving input in the patterns TAP TO 

SELECT and TAP TO OPEN/ACTIVATE. 
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Figure 8.8. Enlarged click area in the Telia application. 
 

8.2 New design patterns 

P1. EXPLORATION AND INFORMATION  

 
…You are designing a touch screen terminal for a retail store that offers shopping or special goods. 
The goods are of the kind not bought on routine, forcing the customer to go through limited or 
extensive problem solving. The store needs to engage potential customers, and guide the customers 
through the decision-making. The fundamental idea is to promote sales, and support the customers 
and salespeople in the sales process.  You will now need to specify a more detailed goal of the 
interaction. The application might be stand alone, or it might be a part of a bigger digital signage 
solution. 
 

◊ ◊ ◊ 
 
You need to decide what is the purpose of the application. Should it offer information, service, 
entertainment or advertisement? Is it expected to support exploration or transactions? Is the 
intended user a customer, a salesperson or a salesperson and a customer working in cooperation? 
The experience that the terminal should offer needs to be determined in order to obtain a good 
and usable design in the end.  
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Figure. 8.9 A typical sales process in a Telia store: preparation (1), needs assessment (2), information 
retrieval (3) and finish (4). 

 
Customer’s preparation. The customer’s need for preparation could be attached with a specific goal, 
such as finding information about a specific product. More commonly, the customer’s goal is vague. 
He or she might want to explore what the store offers. The customer may also want to pass time, when 
waiting for help from a salesperson.  The total experience in the store will affect the customer’s 
satisfaction. 
 
Needs assessment. The customer needs to recognize his or her problem. It is not always obvious what 
the customer actually needs and wants. This must be determined in order to find a suitable product. 
 
Information retrieval. The customer goes through a decision-making process and needs product 
related information for making the decision.  When it comes to complex products information is 
many times more effective than advertising. The customer needs information about benefits and 
comparative features in order to make a decision. The information might be constantly updating. It 
might also be important to offer products that are not held in stock in order to compete with e-
commerce. As the products are complex, the selection wide, and the product information changes it is 
problematic for the salespeople to keep all details in mind.  
 
Finish. The fact that the goods are not bought on routine forces the store not to take orders, but to get 
them. The customer must be encouraged to make the actual purchase. The retailer needs to indicate 
finance, guaranties etc during the alternative choice phase. 
 
At Telia, customers typically have to wait for a salesperson to become free. During this time they linger 
along the cell phone shelves. The physical artifacts themselves are important, but they do not reveal 
very much about the features and specifications of the phones. Customers can find answers to their 
questions in the touch screen terminal. Moreover, customers that do not have any questions yet, can 
get activated and pass time by exploring the selection of products. When the customer meets with a 
salesperson, the salesperson asks: “What do you want to be able to do with your cell phone?” Based on 
the customers answer, the salesperson can suggest a suitable model. The customer typically asks about 
the price, or other specific qualities of the phone. The salesperson and customer can together find the 
answers in the terminal. Finally the salesperson takes the customer to the cash desk, to give input 
about the purchase to the computer system and perform the transaction. 
 

◊ ◊ ◊ 
 
Therefore: 
The technical solution should not force people to change their behavior, but support their current 
actions. Therefore the application should be smoothly integrated to the purchase process. Let the 
application supplement, instead of replacing the salesperson. In contrast to an online store, the 
terminal has not got to deal with each and every step in the sales process. Consider what 
capabilities the digital device has that a human does not manage. Let the salesperson handle the 
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parts where a human’s intuition and adoptability is needed. A computer system is good at 
activating and entertaining and storing data. Let the touch screen application stimulate customers 
waiting for their turn, or strollers who just want to pass some time. Use the technology’s capability 
of attracting and arising curiosity. When it comes to needs assessment on the other hand, a 
computer system can do an effort, but will most likely not outshine human communication. 
During the decision-making the system can support with product information and calculate costs 
etc. Use the computer’s capability of holding and processing data. Make it possible for customers 
and salespeople to work in cooperation. As it is time to bargain, let the salesperson with its human 
tractability finish the sales. Note that, for a store where customers deal with another type of 
decision-making, the solution might be another. For convenience goods, for example, the best way 
of using a kiosk might be for handling the transaction.  
 

 
 

Figure 8.10. EXPLORATION AND INFORMATION 
 
Waiting customers can be encouraged to interact if ATTRACTION SPACE (Borchers, 2001) is 
implemented. They can feel confident with using the system if it offers SAFE NAVIGATION (Tidwell, 
2006). MULTIPLE PATHS (P2) can support both exploration and quick information retrieval. 
 
 

P2. MULTIPLE PATHS 

 
…You are designing a kiosk that will be used for EXPLORATION AND INFORMATION (P1). Now you need 
to know how to design the interaction so that both these activities are supported. 
 

◊ ◊ ◊ 
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Information retrieval asks for a clear structure and straightforwardness. Exploration on the other 
hand, asks for a less goal-orientated interface. 
 

 
 

Figure 8.11. Different options for product retrieval in the Telia application 
 
Quick and straightforward information retrieval. Users want to find a specific product among loads of 
items – quickly and easily. They want to find relevant information about the product. If the kiosk 
should serve as an information bank it has to support such use. Users who know what they are looking 
for should find the answer to their question right where they expect to find it.  
 
Exploration. Many users do not have a clear goal for the interaction. They might just want a joyful 
experience when passing their time by the terminal. Since they are not looking for a specific product, 
they do not want to be encountered will all products at a time. They might prefer a smaller set of 
suggested products. A salesperson speaking to a customer would not tell the customer about each and 
every product in the store. The kiosk needs to be able to filter the content in a similar way.    
 

The Telia application offers several possible paths to the same data. If the customer is interested in a 
specific brand it is possible chose by brand. If the customer prefers specific features, it is possible to 
choose by needs. A customer who has no specific goal can view the top list.  
 

◊ ◊ ◊ 
Therefore:  
Offer at least two different paths to the same data. Support quick information retrieval by 
presenting items in a well-arranged hierarchical structure. Divide the products into categories and 
present only the most critical information about each product, such as name, brand and price 
together with a thumbnail picture. For people who do not know exactly what they are looking for, 
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offer an alternative way of fetching product information that is less goal-based. This could for 
example be a top list or a special offer banner. All items that can be reached through the shortcut 
should also be possible to find in the hierarchical structure. Make sure that the shortcut is not an 
obtrusive part of the interface. 
 

 
 

Figure 8.12. MULTIPLE PATHS 
 
Access to the hierarchical structure can be offered through a MAIN MENU (van Welie), or a TWO-PANEL 

SELECTOR (van Welie). The shortcut can for example be a HOT LIST (van Welie) or FACETED 

NAVIGATION (van Welie) 
 

P3. PUSH BUTTON METAPHOR 

 
…You are designing a touch screen terminal and offer the opportunity to TAP TO SELECT and TAP TO 

OPEN/ACTIVATE (Saffer, 2008). Clickable elements might be needed within in a MAIN MENU, for 
stepping within the interface, selecting an item or to provide a HOME LINK (van Welie) etc. Now you 
need to know how to design toggle- and navigation buttons within the interface.   
 

◊ ◊ ◊ 
 
If the system does not give instant feedback on user input, it might not only cause frustration and 
confusion, but also mistaken navigation. Moreover, how can we know if an element on the screen 
is clickable or not? 
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Figure 8.13. Buttons in SF’s Biomat 
 
Lack of tactile feedback. In contrast to for example mouse or keyboard input, touch screens provide no 
tactile feedback to the user.   
 
No cursor. Most often, a touch screen interface is not provided with a cursor. There is no opportunity 
to hover over an element to find out whether it is clickable or not. It has to be apparent by the visual 
design of the element if it is a button or just static content. 
 
Slow system and unreliable registration of input. The user touches the screen and nothing happens. 
This is a commonly observed phenomenon within touch screen terminals. It is not clear whether the 
system is processing the input of if the tap just has not been recorded by the touch screen technology.  
 
Need for feedback. Users need to know whether their input is recorded or not to feel satisfied with the 
interaction. If they get no feedback from the system when tapping a button they will probably just 
continue tapping it repetitively. This can lead to mistaken navigation and frustration. In order to feel 
confident when using the system, users also need to be sure that elements looking like buttons really 
are buttons, and vice versa. 
 
In SF’s Biomat, shown in the figure, the buttons look raised by default. When the user taps and holds, 
the button changes to a lowered state. The navigation is preformed when the user lifts up his or her 
finger.  
  

◊ ◊ ◊ 
 
Therefore: 
Use the metaphor of a real mechanical button for clickable elements on the screen. Let the button 
have at least two different visual states: default state and pressed state. Turn to the lowered state 
directly when the user touches the button, on the mouse-down event. This state gives the user 
instant feedback on that the input has been recorded. As long as the user holds a finger on the 
button, nothing should change within the interface. It is when the finger is released that action 
should be preformed. When the user presses the button, there should be an opportunity to drag 
the finger away from the button, and no action should be preformed. The button goes back to 
default state. In the default raised state, let the visual impression be that the button stands out 
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from the screen. Use consistent look of buttons throughout the whole interface. In that way users 
will learn how to distinguish buttons from elements that are not interactive. For a toggle-button, 
i.e. a button that can be selected, but still is visible on the screen, provide a third visual state, 
checked state, or use the pressed state. For buttons that are not always active, provide a fourth 
visual state: Not enabled. Use a faded appearance. It must be explicit witch buttons are not 
clickable for the moment. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8.14. THE PUSH BUTTON METAPHOR. 
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9 Conclusions 
The aim of this work was to explore the usability aspect of in-store touch screen terminals and express 
the gained knowledge in terms of design patterns. In order to do this, the first task was to investigate 
what usability problems and solutions to usability problems could be found in existing touch screen 
interfaces for in store touch screen terminals. As five applications where evaluated analytically and one 
specific application and its users were studied in the context of use, some of the most important issues 
when dealing with touch screen interaction in stores were illuminated. 
 
Here follows some of the discovered usability problems: It was observed that scrollbars where difficult 
to control, and buttons that were small and located to close to each other were problematic. Moreover, 
the system responded slowly without providing either tactile or nor visual feedback. It was also found 
that due to the lack of extensive menu systems and the web-browsers’ back buttons, an opportunity to 
navigate back to the previous page did not always exist. Sometimes, it was difficult to understand the 
current position in the navigation space. When the visual appearance of a button was not standardized 
it was hard to be sure which elements were clickable and which were not. It was also observed that the 
content did not fully match the user’s needs.  
 
Also solutions to observed usability problems were found. Here follows a few examples of discovered 
solutions: The overload of content can be solved by using subsequent pages instead of a scrollbar. Tabs 
can be used to reduce the user’s memory load when comparing data. Feedback can be given by the use 
of a progress indicator.  
 
The study of the context of use provided an understanding for the requirements of an application in 
the specific domain. Many customers do not start interacting with a touch screen terminal naturally. It 
is important to find a way to attract users without being obtrusive. It has to be clear that the screen is 
actually a touch screen. Moreover a clue has to be given as to which tasks can be preformed.  If the 
customer group is inhomogeneous, as at Telia, a decision has to be made about which users the 
application aims at.  
 
An application in a retail store that offers complex products is recommended to support both 
exploration and information retrieval. Customers should be able to pass time and become enthused, 
but also find quick answers to specific questions. The public environment asks for a straightforward 
interface. Navigation needs to be logical and permissive. Overall, the interface should aim at being 
over-explicit. The terminal must support quick retrieval of product information. Hence, many items 
need to be available at the time.  However, many items should not be displayed on the same page. 
 
Chapter 8, design patterns, revealed what human computer interaction (HCI) design patterns can be 
used to meet the observed usability problems and capture the solutions. Design patterns, covering 
most of the observed problems have been identified and created.  
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It was found that experience level patters within the field of in-store terminals did not exist. Such a 
pattern was created. This pattern is called INFORMATION AND EXPLORATION and is described in 8.2. 
For task related problems, it was found that many of the patterns from the desktop computer domain 
could make a contribution. The design derived from these patterns, needs to be adjusted to the touch 
screen requirements, though. One new task level pattern, called MULTIPLE PATHS, was created. Patterns 
for public exhibits are useful in this domain, mostly for attracting potential users. For the action level, 
there are some useful patterns for the physical interaction, but they do not cover all problems. Instant 
feedback on input has been observed as being important, and this is partly covered by the created 
pattern PUSH BUTTON METAPHOR. 
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10 Discussion 

10.1  Method 
The case study started with an analytical evaluation. This inquiry was valuable since it made it possible 
to look at several different interfaces in a time efficient way. It revealed both problems and solutions in 
the interface but missed understanding for task and needs related to the actual use. The outcome from 
this study was more valuable after the contextual inquiry had been preformed, since an understanding 
for the users and the domain made it possible to tell which of the observed problems and solutions 
where relevant and which were not. It could have been suitable to perform the analytical evaluation 
after the contextual inquiry. 
 
The stakeholder interview was quick and easy to perform, but provided a great deal of knowledge 
about the domain and the purpose for installing the application. This knowledge was useful for the 
design of the contextual inquiry, but was also good to have in mind during the design pattern 
development, since business needs must be taken into account when design decisions are made. 
 
The contextual inquiry was probably the most valuable of the preformed research methods, since it 
provided an understanding for the actual users and the context of use. Observing customers and 
interviewing salespeople, revealed several problems that the use of touch screen terminals was involved 
with. The contextual inquiry could have been improved by spending even more time in the stores, 
preferably in evenings and on weekends, since these times were not covered at all. It would also have 
been interesting to perform interviews with customers instead of a handing out a questionnaire, since 
interviews would have provided more qualitative data. 
 
The user analysis, containing the development of personas, scenarios and a task analysis, reformulated 
the information from the contextual inquiry. Some domain specific needs could be derived from the 
result of the analysis. However, this part of the study was probably the least gaining since its only 
purpose was to structure already gathered data. 
 
The final and most essential part of the study was the design pattern development. It is found that it is 
possible to express knowledge about usability in terms of design patterns.  However it is yet not proven 
that the formulated pattern collection will result in usable designs when applied. In order to be sure 
that design pattern development was an appropriate technique for expressing the gathered usability 
knowledge, it is necessary to evaluate the resulting pattern collection. This is discussed further in the 
next section. 
 
It also needs to be discussed that I have been a central part of the case. It is debatable whether the same 
conclusion had been made if another person had preformed the study. The outcome from the 
analytical evaluation, for example, would not be identical if preformed by another person. Moreover, if 
someone else had interpreted the results from the inquiries in situ, the design pattern collection might 
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have looked differently. The aim was of course to be completely objective throughout the whole work. 
Nevertheless we are subjective by nature. 

10.2   Further work 
Deriving design patterns from a usability study seems to be feasible. However, in order to be sure that 
the method is fully reliable, it would be a good idea to derive a design from the proposed design 
pattern catalogue, and validate the usability of that design. Moreover it would be interesting to have a 
look at a second case, another in-store application, and see if it supports the conclusions made.  
 
It would also be reasonable to perform usability tests on specific parts of the interaction. In that way, 
different solutions could be compared according to real use data, such as satisfaction, time for 
completing a task etc. It would for example be interesting to compare different structures and ways of 
supporting navigation. Moreover it would be interesting to investigate whether slide to scroll, which 
seems to be successful on handheld devices, is suitable also on touch screen terminals.  
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Appendix 1. Customer questionnaire 
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 Appendix 2. Persona 1. 
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Appendix 3. Persona 2. 
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Appendix 4. Persona 3. 
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Appendix 5. Persona 4. 
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Appendix 6. Persona 5. 
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Appendix 7. Task analysis flow chart 
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Appendix 8.  
A pattern catalogue for in-store touch screen terminals 
 

 


